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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Recent major changes in power system operating practices have resulted in highly 
interconnected and heavily loaded power system networks. These changes have pro­
duced increased problems associated with maintaining acceptable voltage profiles in 
the network. In electric power utilities, the system dispatcher is responsible for main­
taining an acceptable system voltage profile through the use of a variety of controls. 
Since there is a lack of tools for adequate voltage security assessment, the system 
dispatcher must work with only limited information about the current system state. 
Controls applied with such limited knowledge often have a counterproductive effect 
during a disturbance. Persistence of the problem is in part due to a lack of adequate 
n-n/-< oTCt a Ti rl ir> (T 
Fink divides voltage problems into three categories [1]: 
?rim?-ry phcnoniena. related to system structure - these reflect the s.utcnorncus 
response of the system to reactive supply/demand im.balances. 
Secondary phenomena related to control actions - these reflect the coiinterprodnr-
tive nature of some manual or automatic control actions. 
Tertiary phenomena resulting from interaction of the above categories. 
This classification of voltage oroblem.s imolies that the volta 
2 
involves both the static and dynamic aspects of system components. Since the system 
components play a vital part in voltage stability, the study of voltage stability requires 
accurate models of all the important devices. 
1.1 Work Related to The Voltage Problems 
As voltage related problems have been increasing due to the stressed power 
system networks, the literature related to this topic is also increasing. Table 1.1 
shows the number of papers published in IEEE Transactions on Power systems since 
1987, which are related to the voliage problems. The number increases everyyear. 
Table 1.1; Papers in IEEE Trans, on Power Systems 
year number of papers year number of papers 
1994 (Jan. - Mar.) 9 1990 31 
1993 39 1989 33 
1992 38 1988 23 
1991 34 1987 8 
I n  p n m f i o n  f r \  m p m  i r m r n a l  
— J X—r- 7 J — r' 2^-
books have been published. These are summarized as follov.'s. 
• Reports 
- IEEE 
1. Suggested techniques for voltage stability analysis (1993) 
"2. Voltage stability of power system.s; concepts, analytical tools, and 
industry experience (1990) 
- EPRI 
1. Voltage stability analysis program application guide (1992) 
2. Voltage stability and security assement (1987) 
- NERC 
1. Survey of the voltage collapse phenomena (1991) 
- CIGRE 
1. Criteria and counter measure for voltage collapse (1994) 
2. Indices predicaLing voltage collapse including dynamic phenomena 
(1994) 
3. Modeling of voltage collapse including dynamic phenomena (1993) 
4. Planning against voltage collapse (1987) 
Workshops 
1. Bulk power system voltage phenomena III (1994) 
2. Bulk power system voltage phenomena II (1991) 
3. Bulk power system voltage phenomena I (1989) 
SOOKS 
1 svstsT* st3 •bilitv (1993) bv C. W. Tavlcr 
2. Power system stability and control (1993) by p. Kundur 
According to the industry experiences of voltage instability phenomena [2], volt-
4 
minutes. Time frame charts have been used to describe dynamic phenomena which 
shov.' time responses for cc^uipment that may affcct voltage stability [3]. Two time 
frames are considered for voltage stability: transient and long term.. If the system 
operates close to singularity-induced bifurcation, fast transient dynamics need to be 
considered. (Details are given in [4, 5].) 
Then the time frames to be considered become: very fast transient, transient, 
and long term. The main characteristics of the three time frames are as follows: 
• A very fast transient voltage collapse involves network RLC components having 
very fast responses. The EMTP (Electro Magnetic Transient Program) contains 
a dynamic model related to network RLC components. The time is micro- to 
mili-seconds. 
9 A transient voltage collapse involves a large disturbance and loads having a 
rapid response. Motor dynamics following a fault are often the main concern. 
The time frame is one to several seconds. 
® .A. long-term voltage collapse usually involves a load increase or a power transfer 
increase. In this time frame, a voltage coiiapse involves slow load restoration 
by tap-changer and generator current lUTiitiug. iviariuai actions oy system op­
erators may be important. The time frame is usually 0.5 - 30 minutes. 
p7crijrP 1 cVio'U/'Q ip tHs S-IlcllvSlS CI VcItclS^C SocXbilit-V in tHc 
diiierent time frames, where Xr is a state vector representing transient dynamics. A,3 
is a state vector representing long-term dynamics, y is a state vector representing very-
fast transient dynam.ics related to network components, and P is a system paramieter 
vector. Voltage instability is affected by various system components in a wide time 
5 
micro 
a few seconds nunutes 
1 ime jf rame 
XpFi(Xf,Xs,Y,P) 
Xs=F2(Xf,Xs,Y,P) 
Y =G(Xf,Xs,Y,P) 
Xf=Fi(Xf,Xs,Y,P) 
Xs=F2(Xf,Xs,Y,P) 
0 = G(Xf,Xs,Y,P) 
\r x>\ V—X • X ,A 
0=F2(Xf,Xs,Y,P) 
0=GCXf,Xs,Y,P) 
, , I 
Figure 1.1: Time frame and relevant modelfioweflKgwfflqbiiity analysis 
range. In order to tackle this problem, one must consider proper model and analysis 
methods. 
1.2 Modeling Issues 
Modehng a power system for voltage stability analysis requires a clear under­
standing of how the system characteristics influence dynamic performance: the de­
vices that react, the sequence in which they react, and the parameters that may 
influence the course of events. It is believed that apparently minor events may trig­
ger a complex sequence of actions, involving a number of control or protective devices, 
that may lead to voltage instability. .A.lthough there are many system param.eters that 
can subtly influence stability, a few key factors have been identified that may have 
significant impact. Recently, CIGRE Ta^k Force 38.02.10 reported tiie results that 
include their activity [8]. The report summarizes approaches lo modeling of voltage 
collapse that include both static and dynamic phenomena. In the concluding remarks 
on device modeling in the report, key devices that m.ay have significant impacts on 
system voltage stability were identified. These include; 
• Loads (static loads, induction motors, constant power loads) 
• Tap changers 
• Generator field current (overexcitation) and armature current limiters 
® AVR (primary and secondary voltage regulation including line drop compensa­
tion) 
• HVDC control characteristics 
Including those key devices in voltage stability analysis indicates that it is important 
to (^ist.ingin.^h npt.wppn th^ rolc 01 generating unit dyns.mics s-nd netv/crk dyn^irnics. 
Generating unit dynamics representing both electromechanical and flux dynamics 
with excitation control were investigated by Abed and Varayia |7]. They revealed 
that generating unit dynamics may experience Hopf bifurcation. Similar analyses, in 
which the system stability is tested using eigenvalue analysis at different loading con­
ditions. have been performed by [l.S-lG], Kovv-cvcr, Vv-ith the exception of the iyslcin 
discussed in [8j, the systems tested were simple, single-machine, single-load systems. 
In [8], even though the authors confirm the results in [7], they missed observing other 
important bifurcations such as the saddle-node, and the limit of the quasi-stationary 
range in their analysis. Network dynamics such as tap-changer and load dynamics 
i 
were first investigated by Thomas and Tiranuchit [9]. This investigation found that 
furcation was reached. Dobson et al. [10] developed a voltage colla,pse m.odel based 
on Walve's work [11], Even though Dobson et al. analyzed the dynamics involved 
in the voltage collapse process, they did not observe the oscillatory instability ex­
isting in the same model. The model developed in [10] was thoroughly tested in 
[12, 13, 14, 15, 16] and revealed that Hopf bifurcation and saddle-node bifurcation 
coexist at different system loadings. The results indicate that the Hopf bifurcation 
is created by the interaction between rotor dynamics and induction motor dynamics. 
The oscillatory instability in this case is mainly angle oscillation, whereas the oscil­
latory instability in [7, 8, 17, 18] is because of a voltage regulating mechanism on 
the generator side. Liu and Vu [19] studied tap-changer dynamics and their effect 
on voltage stability. Literature mentioned in this section has focused on individual 
mechanisms based on particular devices or system components. Good summaries of 
the basic phenomena, available analytical tools, and industry experience are given in 
dynamics could affect voltage stability before a steady-state bi-
1  i  
1.3 Analysis Methods 
The models involved in the analysis of power system.s of all sizes have the fol-
V T? ( ^ V" 
J J ' ' 
X s  = F o i X p X s - X P )  
0 (1.3 
(1.1) 
8  
where X j r  is a state vector that represents transient dynamics. is a state vector 
representing long-term dynamics. Y is an algebraic vector of network components, 
and P IS a system parameter vector. Here, the power system network is considered 
algebraic within the quasi-stationary limit because the unmodeled dynamics of very 
fast transients are assumed to be stable within the limit. The very fast transient 
dynamics become important when systems experience the singularity-induced bifur­
cation described in Chapter 4. The power system modeled by Eqs. 1.1 is called a 
structure-preserving model [21] or DAEs (differential-algebraic equation), and will be 
described in detail in. Chapter 4. 
1.3.1 Static (power-fiow) analysis 
In its early stages, the voltage collapse studies was mainly concerned w^ith steady-
state voltage behavior. The voltage collapse is often described as a problem which 
results when a transfer limit is exceeded. The transfer limit of an electrical power 
network is the maximal real or reactive power that the system can deliver from the 
generation sources to the load area. Specifically, the transfer limit is the maximal 
cirricuno oi power unao corrcsponGs cO a-L icS/Si- one powci-novv soiuuioii. rrom lii6 wcu 
D T /  / O T /  o -  J . . . 1 1 . .  ,  
r \ i x v y v v A x  J. r v / x  r v . . U i v C O ,  ^ ^ < X l x  W U O C i V C  L i J . a u  l - i l C  V V ^ I L C L ^ C  g i C L U L i C L l l V  U C C i C d b C b  
uiiG povv'Gi uTcinsfGr a-iiiOurit iS iiicrGa^Gci. ijcvono tnc rns-Xirnum power trs-nsiGr iirnit, 
the power-flow solution does not exist, which implies that the system has lost its 
steady-state equilibrium point. 
B'rom an analytical point of view, Venikov [22] proposed the first criteria for 
detecting the point of voitage collapse as the point where the Jacobian of power-flow 
equations become singular. This concept has been equivalently analyzed in terms 
9 
of the minimum singular value of the Jacobian [23, 24], However, if the system/s 
condition is close to a critical loading, conventional power-now calculations based 
on the Newton-R,aphson method create numerical troubles. Therefore, additional 
special techniques should be implemented in power-flow programs. The continuation 
method [25, 26] and multiple power-flow solution method [27] have been developed 
to overcome numerical troubles. 
The static analysis using power-flow equations has the following problems. 
• First, if a steady-state equilibrium, point of an electrical power system does not 
exist, the static result simply indicates that the system is unstable. However, 
if we consider dynamics, the system behavior may be affected by periodic or 
strange attractors. 
• Second, according to the conventional criteria, usually in the region below the 
maximum power transfer point, the system is considered unstable, but it is not 
always true. If a proper load model is considered [28, 29], the voltage may be 
o Third, the dynamics of various components, including load, may change the 
stability results. The results in [4, 7, 8, 12, 13, 14, 15. 16, 17, 18] show that 
the system voltage or other dynamic mechanism may become unstable before 
the maximum, power transfer point. The singularity of the power-flow Jacobian 
matrix does not coincide with the singularity of the system, m.atrix at which 
system becomes unstable. 
I'hiese observations indicate that the criteria based on power-now equations mav 
not be accurate, or even too optim.istic. Thus, a proper dynamic model of the key 
10 
devices needs to be included in the analysis of voltage stability. 
1.3.2 Dynamic analysis 
Traditionally, power system stability is often associated with the rotor dynamics. 
In the detailed generator model, various flux linkage components are modeled, while 
in the simplified swing equations the voltages are simply assumed constant. The 
instability phenomena caused by swing dynamics may be power-flow oscillations or 
voltage fluctuations. In the swing equation model, the voltage variation is considered 
as a deoendent variable that follows the angle swings. In other words, the ansle swins: o o • o o 
induces the voltage fluctuation. However, in a voltage collapse study, we cannot 
assume that the voltage is constant. In that ca^e, the question of what mechanism 
can cause the voltage to collapse arises. In order to address this question, various 
dynamic mechanisms of a power system need to be analyzed. 
The choice of analytical methods used to study dynamic voltage stability depends 
on the size of the disturbance and the range of the time frame involved. This, in turn, 
leads to transient analysis witii large disturbances and long-term analysis with small 
A V' - A. y ' - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J. J Cl<VA ViAX V./00 k/N-ZOXl OXXOOO Vw- Cx U 1 • 
1.3.2.1 Transient and long-term analysis .Although classical voltage in­
stability evolves over several minutes, the possibility of transient voltage instability 
s.iSO exiSoS beco-use oi tiie cus,rs.ct6risuics ot is,st-response system components, vvnen 
a large disturbance occurs in a system, the phenomena are usually analyzed by Iran-
sient stability programs that include fast dynamic models, such as induction motors. 
Voltage instability often occurs because of system dynamics of the order of tens 
11 
of seconds to minutes. Dynamics include increase of load, recovery of load after dis­
turbances, and pOvver coordination following a loss of generation. Several approaches 
th&t 3,rG bs-scd on long-term time simuls.tions h.s-vc been developed. The time simu-
lations are valuable in determining and demonstrating the time sequence of control 
and protection actions with any size of disturbance. 
The most general method for transient and long-term analysis involves unified 
solution of fast (transient) and slow (long-term) dynamics [30, 31, 32, 33, 34], These 
programs use various time steps to simulate the system behavior in different time 
frames. 
However, time domain simulations have a num.ber of shortcomings. First, they 
do not readily provide sensitivity information regarding the degree of system voltage 
stability. Second, they generally require extensive output analysis to uncover the 
causes of and the factors contributing to voltage instability. Time domain simulations 
look at the overall system stability and do not focus on voltage stability. Third, 
although numerical integration techniques have become more efficient, time domain 
dynamic simulaiions for long periods of lime rem.ain com.puiationaiiy very intensive. 
1.3.2.2 Small-disturbance analysis The aim of small-disturbance voltage 
stability analysis is to determine whether a suggested operating point of a power 
system will be voltage stable with respect to a small disturbance, which is usually 
gradually increasing in load. To achieve ihis goal, ihe original nonlinear dynamic 
equations are linearized around the specified operating point, and the system matrix 
is calculated. The eigenvalues of the system matrix determine the dynamic response 
of the system for small disturbances around the operating point. The corresponding 
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right and left eigenvectors define the shape of the corresponding modes of response. 
This analysis provides an analytical tool for both the proximity to and the mechanism 
of voltage instability. 
The papers related to this analysis appeared in [2, 6, 20]. Yorino et al. [35], 
Schlueter et al. [36], Venkatasubramanian et al. [4], and Ajjarapu and Lee [12, 13] 
especially, developed a nice classification of dynamic voltage stability vis-a-vis static 
stability. They commonly concluded that the generic bifurcations that may be a 
source of voltage problems are: saddle-node bifurcation, representing a collapse type 
of instability; Hopf bifurcation, representing oscillatory instability: and singularity-
induced bifurcation, representing a fast collapse type of instability. 
However, most of the work focused on the classification of voltage stability and 
dynamic behavior close to bifurcation points. To avoid voltage instability, it is nec­
essary to investigate the contributing factors that lead to instability. This can be 
achieved by properly identifying weak area^ and the parameters that influence volt­
age stability. 
1.4 Scope of This Work 
Most of the literature reviewed in the preceding section focused on individual 
mechanisms based on particular devices or system- components. However, most in­
cidents of voltage instability involve a combination of individual mechanisms, ano it 
is often difficult to isolate any one action as responsible for the voltage instability. 
Even though the influence of the key devices can be demonstrated using simulations 
that serve to isolate the individual effects of certain system, characteristics, it is still 
unknown how individual mechanisms interact. Each mechanism can cause a different 
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type of voltage problem, and the mechanisms can interact to create a voltage collapse. 
This thesis develops a unified frame'.vork that integrates all of the important 
mechanisms, including the swing equation, flux, excitation, generic load dynam.ics. 
with generator field current and armature current limits. The model under consider­
ation includes all the key components of the power system recomm.ended by CIGRE 
Task Force 38.02.10 except the HVDC model. The mechanisms are combined step-
by-step so that system dynamics can be more thoroughly understood. Previous work 
concentrated only on individual components and their effect on voltage stability. 
The above framework is used to apply a small-disturbance stability analysis to 
the structure-preserving power system model. The reason that a small-disturbance 
stability analysis is used is as follows: Voltage stability is particularly insidious be­
cause it can occur in an apparently normal system without a significant disturbance. 
It is now understood that the underlying cause is typically a bifurcation associated 
with the nonlinear power system, dynamics and can be initiated by a small change 
in system parameters. The aim of the voltage stability analysis in this work is to 
uctciuniic wlicbhcr a, suggesieu operating poini of a power sysiem wiii be voltage 
stable. To achieve this goal, the problem is formulated as a small-disturbance volt-
ase stabilitv. The commonlv classified voltage instabilities described precedi"" s_^ « " O A O 
section are used as criteria to evaluate a small-disturbance stability. 
Further insights into voltage problems can be obtained by properly identifying 
the areas and the parameters in these areas that are responsible for the particular 
type of system behavior. This thesis derives parametric sensiriviiy in a structure-
preserving power system model. In the analysis of a power system, it is important 
to have a basic knowledge of the variations of system, voltage with respect to the pa­
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rameters involved. Previous approaches to voltage stability sensitivity concentrated 
exclusively either on the static part or, to a limited extent, on the dynamic part. In 
this thesis, an attempt is made to provide a parametric sensitivity for system voltage 
by combining both the static and the dynamic aspects in a coherent fashion. 
To achieve this objective, a systematic sensitivity analysis near all the critical 
points are conducted. These sensitivities are divided into two types, parametric sen­
sitivity and the projected parametric sensitivity. Parametric sensitivity is derived 
for both state and algebraic variables to provide sensitivity of equilibrium point in 
a structure-preserving power system model. This thesis also develops a prcm.ising 
new method, termed invariant subspace parametric sensitivity (ISPS), for providing 
parametric sensitivities corresponding to particular eigensubspace. Parametric sensi­
tivity gives the gradient type of information, whereas the ISPS gives the parameters 
that are contributing to a particular eigensubspace. In addition to that, ISPS can 
approximate the eigenvalue sensitivity that can be obtained from the conventional 
eigenvalue sensitivity method. A systematic sensitivity analysis ba^ed on ISPS iden-
tines the areas, com.ponents, and parameters that are responsible for possible system 
In this thesis, a specinc movement of eigenvalues that may lead to a node-focus 
(NF) point or 1:1 resonance point is observed. 
1.5 Organization of the Thesis 
The thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, the structure-preserving power 
system model is defined. The continuation power flow (CPF) 1 pco^pors.tsci to 
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The characteristics of small-disturbance stability as a tool for analyzing dynamic 
voltage problems near the ecjuilibrium point are reviewed in Chapter 3. Bifurcation 
theory is also reviewed as a useful analytical technique. In Chapter 4, an extension 
of small-disturbance stability anab/sis to a structure-preserving power system model 
is described. Small-disturbance voltage stability analysis is conducted by increasing 
the complexity of the dynamics to observe how the individual dynamic components 
affect voltage stability. In Chapter 5, the ISPS method is described in the structure-
preserving power system model. The technique developed in Chapter 5 is applied in 
Chapter 6 to the New England. 39 bus system. Conclusions and topics for future 
research are given in Chapter 7. 
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CHAPTER 2. STRUCTURE PRESERVING POWER SYSTEM 
MODEL 
2.1 Introduction 
1 : .1 i- .--.I'T' •> no ill v_/iia.puci x, picviuus appiUcL^iiC2> lu vuibagc bldOlllLV an3.1VSlS 
concentrated exclusively either on the static factors represented by a set of algebraic 
equations, or on the dynamic factors represented by a set of differential equations. 
There has been a lack of attention to the study of the phenomena using a power 
system model that includes both static and dynamic factors. In order to make a 
thorough investigation of the voltage stability problem, it is necessary to take into 
account the exact model of the system. In this thesis, the exact models of the 
important components recommended by CIGRE Task Force 38.02.10 are included. 
The schematic diagram of a power system modei under consideration is shown 
in Figure 2.1. It includes generator, excitation system, load, and network models. 
Dynam.ic factors are contributed by swing dynam.ics, flux dynam.ics, excitation system 
dynamics, and load dynamics. Static factors are contributed by the internal and 
external network model. 
In the following sections the characteristics and mathematical models of each 
component are described. Section 2.2 describes the synchronous generator. The 
generator is modeled by a two-axis modei that represents the rotor and f!nx dvnamics. 
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^K2QQ 
i— pyritpr exciter 
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'///// 
Figure 2.1: Ps. single generator and a single load power system model 
The exciter is modeled by IEEE Type DC-1. Section 2.3 describes the network model, 
which is considered a static model. In addition, continuation power flow (CPF) 
equations are introduced as a tool for finding the steady-state equilibrium point of 
the network equations, and the generator current limit is implemented in the CPF. 
In section 2.4, a promising generic load model developed by Xu and Mansour [37] is 
described. 
It is assum.ed that bus 1 is the slack bus, the first m buses from bus 1 to bus m are 
generator buses, and the rest of buses from bus m + 1 to bus n are load buses. 
Most incidents of voltage instabiliiy have been associated with a deficiencv of 
support to the system, generating equipm.ent plays an important role in anv voltage 
stability study. 
2.2 Synchronous Generator Model 
reactive power in certain portions of the system. .\s the main source of reactive power 
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The generator model is described by a two-axis model that represents swing 
dynamics. Eqs. 2.1 and 2.2, and flux decay dynamics, Ecjs. 2.3 and 2.4. The mathe­
matical model described in this section are obtained from [38, 39]. 
• Generator two-axis model 
dh  • .  
— = (2.1) 
at  '•  ^  '  
duj^ ' / ^ f 
(2.2) 
— ujs)-, i = 1, • • •, m 
/ 
/ dEq-  / / 
~dt  ^ ~ , ? = 1," • •, m (2.3) 
/ 
~ = 1, • • - ,m (2.4) 
M: generator per unit inertia constant 
D: generator load damping constant 
8: internal bus angle with respect to a synchronous rotating reference line 
input mechanical torque 
/ 
E q-. internal generator voltage proportional to f.eld f.ux linkage behind transient q 
axis reactance 
/ _ 
E^'- internal generator voltage proportional to field Rux linkage behind transient d 
axis reactance 
Ejfi'. generator field voltage 
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Iq i  terminal current referred to q axis 
/^: terminal current referred to d axis 
V: terminal bus voltage 
Xqi  transient q axis reactance 
/ 
X i :  transient d  axis reactance 
Xqi  synchronous q axis reactance 
Xj^'. synchronous d axis reactance 
/ 
T : generator d axis transient open circuit time constant 
/ 
Tq^: generator q axis transient open circuit time constant 
In the two-axis model, the transient effects of generator dynamics are included 
but the subtransient effects are neglected. 
The generator stator is modeled by algebraic equations. The stator equations, 
Eqs. 2.5-2.5, mierconneci each generator wiih the neiwork. 
» Stator model 
0 = Vicos{e^)  +  Rs- [ I^ .s in{6^)  ^  Iq-cos{Si ) ]  (2.5) 
/  I I  9  
-[ed.sin{6i) + {xq. - x^.)iq-sin{6i) + eq.cos{si)],i = 1, • • •, m 
0 = visin{ei) + rs^[lq-sin{si) - i^.cos{6i)] (2.6) 
- i -X '_ \ I^ .s in(6; )  -i- Ia-cos(6; ] ]  
'  O  y  \ 2 ,  ^  0  y  J  
0  t-f  !  !  !  
— - [xq^ — x^jlq-cos'yo^) - e^xosyofj], i = 1, • • •. ttz 
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In the two-axis mode!, the two quantities Eand Tare left as inputs to be 
specified. Specifying s^rid Tto be constant in the model m.eans that the gen­
erator does not have voltage or frequency control. If a generator is to be useful, E 
and Tshould be systematically adjusted to accommodate any change in terminal 
constraints. The physical device providing the value of is called the exciter and 
is described in the following section. 
2.2.1 Excitation system model (IEEE Type DC-1) 
The basic function of an excitation system, is to provide direct current to the 
synchronous machine field winding. Doing so allows the field voltage, to be con­
trolled to satisfy the performance of the power system. Figure 2.2 shows a schematic 
diagram of the excitation system based on the IEEE Type DC-1 A excitation system 
[40]. This excitation system consists of exciter, amplifier, and stabilizer blocks. 
In this thesis, the mathematical model reported in [38] is used: 
c Excitation svstem 
^ T~< ^ " — ( fC r~i -A- 7~> ( f T W E J-T/y-t 7 — 1 ... 'r-n (0 T \ 
A i  
dVR.  
= -vr, + k^mr,--^e,. (2.8) 
0  C l O  t -  0  L  ±  p ,  - J  1  
-\-K A -(K-e f. — V\). i = I. - • • .m 
d . R r .  ^ F -
T r i  l i -  =  — R .  J  t p  „  ,  ,• = 1 . .. ^ ' 0  0 " ^  
~ r :  j i  ' " T :  '  " r d ; ' "  
c dt •'6 X J7'. I 
" 2 
voltage regulator gain 
A r ^ '  frai am 
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Exciter 
w 
Amplifier Kf 
1 + sKp 
Stabilizer 
Figure 2.2: IEEE Type DC-i excitation system model, ©1992 Ihiiiih; [40] 
Kp: stabilizing feedback gain 
Tvoltage regulator time constant 
Tshunt field time constant 
T{?•. stabilizing feedback time constant 
voltage regulator output voltage 
/cyl ra.ug suadiilzing ig6ciua,cj:\ 
Vj-gj; reference voltage 
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2.3 Network Model 
In this thesis, the power system network model is separated into two parts: the 
internal network model behind the generator terminal bus, and the external network 
model from generator terminal bus to the transmission line. The network model is 
divided to allow inclusion of the power-flow equations as a subset of the power system 
network m.odel. The external network model duplicates the power-fiov/ equations. 
• Internal network model 
0 = +  +  (2-10) 
n  
- e - ^k - = 1, • • • , m 
k = l  
0 = + (2.11) 
- e - h - = 1, • - -
k = l  
s External network model 
A n/ ' . \  
" - G i ^  
n  
-  23 -  ^k ~  "z7:)' ^  = 1, • •" - "z 
k = l  
n  
0 = Pt . — V^\^i.Y :i.cos{6^ — 6i. — = 777 -I- 1 . • • • n (0 11^^ jL/ 7 X— f \ ,  c  l \ f  ^  0  r v  '  '  '  '  '  \ 
k=\ 
n  
0 = - E = (2-14) 
k=\ 
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2.3.1 Continuation Power Flow 
For the external network model defined in preceding section, if we specify the 
• Bus voltage magnitude at generator buses (1"^ • • • Vm), 
9 Bus voltage angle at slack buses (&i), 
• Net injected real power Fj^. at generator buses (i = 2, • • •, m), 
® Load F£., Qat all buses (z =, 1 • • •, n), 
then the standard power-flow equations for V j ^ { i  =  m  +  I  •  •  •  . n )  and 9 j ^{i = 2, • • •,n) 
are obtained as follows; 
foliowing, 
n  
- e - h - = 2,• • •,m 
k=l 
n  
0 = — P r . —  V ^ V i . Y : i . c o s ( d ^  —  9 i .  —  =  m . - i - \ •  . n  (2.! 6} 
n  
G - - Q l - -  I , - •  •  , n  (2.17) 
"  k = l  
It may be expressed in the following linearized form: 
AP JPQ "^PV 
j  i  i .  j  
(2.18 
where 
A P = VM 1  C »»Ool  
= incremeniai change in bus reactive power injection 
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A 9  = incremental change in bus voltage angle 
AV = incremental change in bus voltage magnitude 
Conventional power-flow programs solve the power-flow equations using the Newton-
Raphson technique. However, the Jacobian matrix of Eq. 2.18 becomes singular at 
some limit. Consequently, conventional power-flow algorithms are prone to conver­
gence problems at operating conditions near the singular point. The continuation 
power flow (CPF) analysis overcomes this problem by reformulating the power-flow 
equations so that they remain well conditioned at all possible loading conditions. 
This allows tracing of the entire steady-state trajectory, including both the upper 
and lower portions of the PV curve. 
The conventional power-flow equations(Eqs 2.15 - 2.17) are reformulated by in­
cluding a load parameter, A so that we can apply locally parameterized continuation 
techniques to the conventional power-flow problem. This reform.ulation can be ac­
complished by expressing the load and the generation at a bus as a function of the 
npfrarnptpr;, X. T^hus, thc gcncrs-i forms of tli0 n^w ccjus-ticns fcr c^ch bus i tire 
A P -  =  P r < . { X )  -  P r  . ( X )  -  P r r ^ .  = 0  (2.19) 
^2 " I  '  '  '  
AO:  -  0 ^  — Q  T (W  — Qm =z  0  !0  
where 
n 
T / . T /  i s : .  s : .  - ,  ^  
J., j " ''j ^ ' j 'ij ' 
i=i 
n 
= 11 - 7ij) 
'j — 1 
J  
and 0 < A < ^ corresponds to the base case, and A = 
to the critical case. The subscripts L .  G ,  and T ,  respectively, denote the bus load. 
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generation, and injection. The voltage at bus i  is V^LSj^, and y ^jL'{- is the 
element of the system admittance matrix [vQi/g]-
To simulate difierent load change scenarios, the P j  .  and Q  j  terms can be 
modified as 
(2-22) 
where 
-Pljo' ~ original load at bus z, active and reactive, respectively; 
Kl^ = multiplier designating the rate of load change at bus i as A changes; 
ibi = power factor angle of load change at bus z; and 
Sasase ~ apparent power, which is chosen to provide appropriate scaling of A. 
The active power generation can be modified to 
P / ^ . i W  = P r " . fl + \K (^2.23 
' ' ^10 '  ' - ' i '  ' ' 
where 
Pg-o  — active generation at bus i  in the base case and 
A (7. = constant specifying the rate of change in generation as A varies. 
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2.3.2 Reactive capability limit 
In voltage stability, it is important to consider the reactive capability limits of 
generators. Generators are rated in terms of the maximum MVA output at a specified 
voltage and power factor that they can carry continuously without overheating. The 
continuous reactive power output is limited by the armature current and field current 
limits. Static voltage stability analysis using power-flow programs usually assumes 
a fixed reactive power limit in simulations. However, the reactive power limit varies 
depending on the system operating conditions. 
The armature and rotor temperature limits can be expressed in graphical form 
by a generator capability diagram. A capability diagram is a plot of complex power 
S = P + jQ. It is derived from the phasor diagram of the generator, assuming that 
the generator terminal voltage Vf is constant. 
Figure 2.3 shows the phasor diagram of a synchronous generator operating at a 
lagging power factor with rated voltage. An orthogonal set of axes is drawn on the 
diagram, with its origin at the tip of Vf . On this diagram, the vertical segm^ent AB 
h a s  a  l e n g t h  X s i a  c o s  0 ,  a n d  t h e  h o r i z o n t a l  s e g m e n t  G A  h a s  a  l e n g t h  X s l a  s i n  Q .  
The real power output of the generator is given bj^ 
P  =  3 V f I a  cos 9  (2.24) 
The reactive power output is given by 
r \  r  r  T  •  r t  U = •'> Vj-la sm p i'2.25^ 
and the apparent power output is given by 
5 = .3 V-^  (2.26) 
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^a 
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\ p  
laX. 
V t ^  0  A  Volts 
Figure 2.3; Generator phasor diagram 
generator phasor diagram. 
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Thus, the vertical and horizontal axes of this figure can be recalibrated in terms of 
real and reactive povv'er as shown in Figure 2.4. The conversion factor needeo to 
change  t he  sca l e  o f  t he  axes  f rom vo l t s  t o  vo l t ampere s  i s  3  Vj^ jXs -
P = 3 Vf la  cos 9  =  —{Xs la  cos 9)  [2 .21]  
and 
Q  = 3 V ^ l a S i n 9  = -7^ (Xs/a sin 5) (2.28) 
On the voltage axes, the origin of the phasor diagram is at —Vf on the horizontal 
axis, so the origin on the power diagram is at 
Q - (2.29) 
_zvl 
v 
The field current is proportional to the machine's flux, and the flux is proportional 
to the generator internal voltage Eq- The length corresponding to Ea on the power 
diagram is 
Q IP  ' - r ,  
^  O i h n  r i -
I ' )  v n  ^ 
-V ir 
The armature current J  a  is oroDortior!a.l to X g l a i  9-^d the length corresponding to 
Xsla on the power diagram is '^V-tln. 
The final generator capability curve is shown in Figure 2.5. It is a plot of P versus 
Q, with real power P on the horizontal axis and reactive power Q on the vertical axis. 
Lines of constant armature current la appear as lines of constant S = ZVfla, which 
are concentric circles around tiie origin. Lines of consiant iield current corresponding 
to lines of constant Eq are shown as circles of radius SEd^^fjX^ centereo on tne pomt 
/o — ^ / .•*> 01 \ 
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Rotor current 
//limit 
P,kW 
Ststor cUiient limit 
Figure 2.5; Generator capability curve 
The armature current limit appears as the circle corresponding to the rated la 
or rated kilovoltamocrcs. a,iul i.iie neid currenr limif, pc: p -"iTle corresponding 
to the rated E a -  Any point that lies within both circles is a safe operating point for 
the generator. 
2.3.3 Implementing the generator current limits 
In th:s section, tne reactive capabiiit}' limit described in the preceding section is 
implemented in the CPF. The implementation is sim.ilar to the one described by Lof 
et al. [41]. 
The maximum reactive power generation with respect to the maximum allowable 
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armature current, lamax^ written as 
^GSMAX ~ (2.32) 
The actual armature current can be calculated as 
i p l  +  
l a  = (2.33) 
H 
If this value for the armature current is greater than the specified maximum value 
for continuous armature current, lamaxi ^ value for the corresponding reactive 
powc^ °"6^0r3.tioii C3.n be found, from KC[. 2.32. TIig niiiTi6r2C2,I V3.1u6s for the rc^ctzvc 
power generation, Pq, and the terminal voltage magnitude, \4, are obtained from 
the power-flow program. 
The maximum reactive power generation due to the rotor current limit is, 
/2 
^Gr  7 m a x  
= -^4-
x 9 ' \ 
1/2 
' - P'^  (2.34) 
These two limits are program.m.ed into the power-flow program to replace a fixed 
power limit. At each iteration to solve power-flow equations, the minimum of these 
two limits is considered as the reactive power limit. 
2.4 Generic Load Model 
c: u : . t  i  .  ^ - t  " i  ^ i  vv^ita^c iiisiauiii 11c5 die ciiwcivs; icicilcu lo iicdviiv i'jilutju ptopsr 
modelling of load characteristics is very important in a voltage stability study. In a 
transmission system, the equivalent load at a bus is an aggregation of various down­
stream loads each with its own dynamic attribute. So the load model at a particular 
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rower Voltage 
k  .  
f \ \  T  
Pt(V) 
Figure 2.6: A generic dynamic load model 01993 IEEE [37] 
bus should reflect this aggregation. Recently, several generic first-order dynamic mod­
els have been proposed for voltage stability analysis [37, 42, 43, 44] These models 
approximate both the active and the reactive pov/er dynamics of aggregated loads. 
Depending on the time constant, one can approximate the load restoration dynam­
ics by induction motors, the load tap changers, or the constant power load. In this 
thesis, the generic load model developed by Xu and Mansour [37] is used. 
Figure 2.6 shows a schematic diagram of a generic load model. 
The analytical expression of the load model is 
Tr<— = Pc(V^ — P P='rPj(\/"\ fo'^r^) f ^ \ / - - -- l \ ' / \ — j 
T '  ^  ^  / r  
~  ^  =  [ ^ . 0 0 j  
o. / _ t/o; d /i/\_ o -[/cl. /t/\ _ t/ j5 /-> /t/\ _ t rh 
i  \  '  !  —  '  S  \ '  I  —  o  '  •  '  J  —  '  y  J  —  ^ o  '  V - - ' - ' '  )  / r» ^  \ 
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where x  is the state variable and Pt{V)  and Ps{y) are the transient and steady-state 
load characteristics, respectively. A.t stea.dy state, the state variable x is constant. 
For any sudden voltage change, x maintains its predisturbance value initially. The 
transient output is determined by the transient characteristics, P = xP*. The mis­
match between the model output and the steady-state load demand is fed back to 
gradually change the state variable x. This process continues until a new steady state 
is reached. 
For the study of small-disturbance voltage stability, the generic load model, 
Eqs. 2.35 and 2.36, is modified to represent voltage dynamics because the analysis 
of voltage dynamics is the main concern. The linearized dynamic equations for an 
aggregated load are 
d / \~  '  !  
Tp—^  =  P ' sAV-AP AP  =  AxPt {V)  +  xP iAV  (2.38) 
a t  
dAv  '  '  
Tq-^ = QsAV-AQ AQ = AyQtiV) + yQtAV (2.39) 
Eliminating variables Ax  and Ay  yields: 
/ i  \  P i  r i  A T/' / 
—  ^  f  ^  — s - . —  r . ^  A 7 - »  
-r-l ; xi j : i — i  clav — 
Pt  d t  '  d t  '  ^  '  
Tr  dAO /  
^ i ^ - yQi^ )  = Qs^y - ^Q  (2.41) 
Cto  d t  
The network equations yields: 
[AP:  AQ]^  =  J[A6:  AVf (2.42) 
where [ J ]  is the network Jacobian matrix for load buses. (See Appendix A.) Com­
bining Eqs. 2.40, 2.41, and 2.42 results in the linearized dynamic equation for a 
multi-load power system; 
\ z' r T A ri — 1 r T-\i — lr>*- ^ ^ • 
l-^j 
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Each symbol is described as; 
11  =  [ ^v i " -  ^ Vn \  • • • laanj 
^ti Qtn "ti "tn 
!  / / / , 
N =  [d iag (y ig^^ - - - t / nQi„) ,d iag (x iP^ l  
m = [diag(q3^---q5„), diag(p3^---p5„)]^ 
The symbol prime (') denotes partial derivatives with respect to the voltage. The 
subscripts (1 • • • n) denote the load bus numbers. 
2.5 Concluding Remarks 
Mathematical equations representing the power system model under consider­
ation are described by a number of algebraic and differential equations, which in 
general are nonlinear, 
X = F{X ,Y ,P)  (2.45) 
0 = G{X.Y .P)  (2.46) 
The function F describes the dynamics of the generator, the exciter, and the load, 
and the function G represents the stator, internal, and external network model. The 
state variables X and the algebraic variables Y are given as follows: 
. . . .  J  J  ^  
A — u:, hq, V and p at load buses) 
X — -^q-; y cxiiu. 1/ at cm uuScS CACcpt lOi lOaQ OuSCsj 
Equation 2.45 is same as Eqs. 1.1 and 1.2 if (Xf.-Y^) is replaced with A'. This is the 
J 
siructure-Dreserving modeil21l or differential aisebraic eaua.tions fDAEsV 
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CHAPTER 3. SMALL-DISTURBANCE STABILITY 
3 ^ Xnt)i*cciMC^ion 
Chapter 1 provided a general introduction to the power system voltage stability 
problem. Voltage collapse is parLicularly insidious because it can occur in an appar­
ently normal system without a significant disturbance. It is now understood that 
the underlying cause is typically a bifurcation associated with the nonlinear power 
system dynamics and can be initiated by a small change in system parameters. In 
this work, the aim of voltage stability analysis is to determine whether a suggested 
operating point of a power system will be voltage stable. To achieve this goal, the 
problem is formulated as a small-disturbance voltage stability analysis. 
This chapter reviews the fundamental aspects of the stability of dynamic systems. 
It presents analytical techniques (named bifurcation theory) useful in the study of 
small-disturbance stability. It also describes the characteristics of small-disturbance 
stability problem.s. First, these concepts are discussed for a system described by a set 
of differential equations. In Chapter 4, these concepts are extended to a structure-
preserving power system model. 
3.2 Fundamentals of Stability of Dynamic Systems 
3.2.1 Equilibrium points 
Suppose the state of a two-variable system is described by functions fi{t) and 
f o i i ) - -
^1 = (3-1) 
^2 = /2(^1'^2)- (3-2) 
Equilibrium points are defined by =0 and xq = 0. At the equilibrium 
points, the system is at rest. The points are also called stationary points. 
Equilibrium points are solutions of the system of equations given by the right-hand 
side of the following algebraic equations: 
/ i (xf ,4) = 0 (3.3) 
/2(xf,4) = 0 (3.4) 
A- linear system has only one equilibrium state. For a nonlinear system there may 
be more than one equilibrium point. From these equilibrium points, one can derive 
conclusions rcg^-iding dyn^-inic b^hEvior of the system under considers.ticn. 
3.2.2 Local stability of a dynamic system 
The stability of equilibrium points is defined as follows: 
The equilibrium solution, x"^, is said to be locally stable if the response to a 
srn,a.il perturh>a,uion rcmo-ius small iirnc s.ppro3,cii0s infinitv. Otherwise, 
liie ecjuiiibriuiii po i r iL  i s  consiQereo unsicLOie or nonsiabie. 
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If as t  increases, the system returns to its original state, it is said to be asymptotically 
stable. In general, the definition of stability near the equilibrium points does not 
require that the state returns to its original state and, therefore, the definition of 
stability includes small region near the equilibrium points. 
Local stability (i.e., stability under small-disturbance) conditions can be studied 
by linearizing the nonlinear system equations about the equilibrium point in question. 
This is illustrated in the next section. 
3.2.3 Linearization 
This section describes the procedure for linearizing Eqs. 3.1 and 3.2. Let 
be the equibbrium^ point about which the small-disturbance stability is to be investi­
gated. Let us take a Taylor series expansion of fi and /2 about (x|,a:9). 
IL = (3-5) 
=  ~ ^ l )  +  ( 3 . 6 )  
xo = f o ( x - ; . x o )  
^  \  X .  •  ^  y  \  /  
= + |^(- f5 2:^)(xi-xf)  + |^(xf,a:^)(x2 -  x^)---  (3.8) 
ox i  "  .v~2 
Because f ^ ( x ^ . x § . ^  = f - - ^ (  X ^ .  X ' § . \  =  fl, drnriniTlcr t.Vie sefO^rl ;<nrt ViicrVipr nrripr tcirrriQ J^' ^ "-^x' X' O O 
yields two differential equations linear in — xf and in X9 — x^. This system of 
equations can subsequently be expressed by 
X = Ax. (3.9) 
where 
f  \ 
I I  8  
i M , i - ! 
\ -^2 / 
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Equation 3.10 is referred to as the characteristic equation of the matrix A.  
det(A - \I) = 0, (3.10) 
where I is the identity matrix. The roots of the Eq. 3.10 are the eigenvalues of the 
ma t r ix  A.  
3.2.4 Eigenvalue and stability 
The real part of eigenvalues provides the rate of expansion (if > 0) or 
contraction (if i?e[Aj] < 0) in the neighborhood of the equilibrium point along the 
direction of the right eigenvector corresponding to that eigenvalue. 
If < 0 for all A^, then for all sufficiently small perturbations, the equi­
librium point is stable, if some i?e[A,'J > 0, then the equilibrium point is not stable 
and is either unstable (all /2e[Aj] > 0) or nonstable (one of i^efA^] < 0 and the other 
/?e[Ajj > 0). When the equilibrium point is nonstable, it requires further analy­
sis. Stability at the nonstable equilibrium points depends upon the direction of the 
perturbation. 
4 .  ^  xi ^ ^  •  t mc ci^ciivcliucs, liiictr cdii ut; odldllitici 
Case i: A],A2 real, Ai A2 > 0, A, 7^ A2 
In this case, when both eigenvalues are real and have the same sign, the equilib­
rium point IS called the node, i here are, moreover, two suocasesi 
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e A < 0 implies that iim^_,.QQ = 0. Therefore, y { t )  converges to within a 
sufficiently small neighborhood of the node. This type, in which perturbations 
die out, is called a stable node. 
® A > 0 implies that lim^_^QQ = oo. As a consequence, y { t )  diverges locallv: 
that is, the trajectories y{t) leave the neighborhood of the node, which is un­
stable. 
Case 2: A|,A2 real, A;^A2 <0 
When the real eigenvalues have diflPerent signs, the equilibrium point is called 
the saddle point. Under this condition, the solution y{t) has a stable solution if 
the perturbation is in the direction of the eigenvector associated with the negative 
eigenvalue. Otherwise, the solution is always unstable. 
Case 3: Aj,A2 complex conjugate with nonzero real part 
Let At = a + j/? and A2 — a — jl3, where a and ±5 denote real and imaginary 
parts, respectively. The time-dependent part of y{t) is thus 
^ { a ± j / 3 ) t  ^  ^ a t ^ ± j l 3 t _  
The pha^e — COS St i sin jSt represents rots-tion (countcrclcckv/isc if G' 
clockwise if p < 0). The phase has a radius of increasing value if a > 0 and 
a radius of decreasing value if q < 0. In time, 3 indicates frequency, and a the 
amplitude of an oscillating wave. The corresponding equilibrium is therefore called 
either an unstable (q > 0) or a stable (a < 0) focus. 
When the eigenvalues are represented as follows: 
1 1 / 9 -
^1,2 = 9I ~1 (3-11) 
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where Tr(/i) = A = discriminant = T tA" — Adet{A) .  Except for three crit­
ical cases: (1) Qet(/i) = 0; (2) Tr(A) = 0,det(A) = 0; (3) det(A) = 0/Tr(/i) - 0], the 
integral curvcs of the nonlinear system in the neighbourhooci of the ecjuilihriuni show 
the same behavior as those of the linearized system. These results are summarized 
with the values of the trace and determinant of the corresponding Jacobian matrix 
as shown in the phase diagram in Figure 3.1 [45]. 
In the three critical cases mentioned above, the structure of orbits in the state 
space will change qualitatively. Such a qualitative change is called a bifurcation. This 
bifurcation mav be the result of the variation of certain parameters in the svstem. 
The critical value of the parameter where the bifurcation occurs is the bifurcation 
value of the parameter. The ba^ic concept of bifurcation theory will be reviewed in 
the next section. 
3.3 Bifurcations in a Dynamic System 
Consider a set of differential equations dependent on the parameter p:  
x  =  Fix ,p)  (3.12) 
Near an equilibrium, point, the left-hand side term x becomes zero; i.e.. the steady-
state (stationary) solution x of 3.12 satisfies the set of nonlinear equations 
F { x , p )  =  0  (3.13) 
.A.S stated in the preceding section, the stability of the equilibrium point x for a given 
P is determined by the eigenvalues of linearized system, i.e.. by the eigenvalues of the 
-  ^  ^  J  j  ^  - . - N —  O s - / i  .  J L l l C  C l C A l i C l l t S  
! ( )  
Tr(J) I 
Unstable 
a x )  
A = 0 
A < 0  
Saddle 
Point 
re(?l| ,)>() 
Unstable 
Focus 
Nonlinearity Governs 
the Stability 
\ Center 
det(J) 
Re(>^, 2)<0 
Stable 
Focus 
Saddle 
Poini 
Node 
/v,.X_<0 
Nonlinearity Governs 
ihe Siabiiilv 
Figure 3.1; Phase diaiiram. ©Sadiiana Unl 
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of the Jacobian matrix A depend on p  continuously (with continuous dependence of 
the stationary solution x{p)). Hence, the eigenvalues of J also depend on p contin­
uously. When one or more eigenvalues cross the imaginary axis with the variation 
of the parameter, the stability of the stationary solution can change. If pg is the 
value of the parameter corresponding to the state at which one or more eigenvalues 
cross the imaginary axis, and, if for p < PQ, all eigenvalues of J are in the complex 
left half-plane, the stationary solution will lose its stability for p = pQ, and will be 
u n s t a b l e  f o r  p  >  P Q -
At {x*,pq) the eigenvalue is equal to zero; it follows from the implicit function 
theorem that the equilibria of 3.12 for value p different from pg be expressed as 
a smooth function x — x{p). The function x{p) is called a branch of equilibria. If at 
(x*,Pq) several branches of equilibria come together, the point (2:*,pq) is said to be 
a bifurcation point. 
As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, we will discuss the cases where 
one real eigenvalue becomes zero or a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues are 
t 1 r , , '  •» . .  , ,, 
uUiciV V. lu oiic iuuiici new uia.iicnc5> bicLLiuuarv soiuiions. caiiea 
real bifurcation, usually arise. The latter case may lead to a branch of periodic 
solutions, called complex bifurcations. 
The next two subsections will describe these two types of bifu 
0 o t i^zc i.: O.O.JL 
Let us consider the case where the real eigenvalue crosses the imaginarv axis. 
We assume that uhc function has firsu and second derivatives, liie center nnaniioiQ 
1 eduction technique is applied and the equation representing the center manifold is 
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obtained. Then, the point { x * , p )  satisfying Eq. 3.12 can be classified as follows: 
3.3.1.1 Fold bifurcations A simple example of fold bifurcation can be intro­
duced using the one dimensional system 
i = X" — A (3.14) 
where i G H, A G i?. Figure 3.2 illustrates the bifurcation diagram of this equation. 
The equilibria x(A) of x" — A = 0 form a parabola that is defined only for A > 0. At 
A = 0 there is only one solution (x = 0), whereas for A > 0 there are two equilibria, 
X = -v/A and x = — \/A. The point where solutions begin to exist (A = 0,x = 0in this 
example) is a peak. The branch in Figure 3.2 comes from one side and turns back 
at the turning point. This point is called a turning point or Hm.it point or a saddle 
node. 
The name "saddle node" is derived from the stability behavior of the solutions 
when they are regarded as equilibria of differential equations. Clearly, the equilibrium 
/~\ : „ ^ u 1 -..1 /t i > l1 - t<t i f - f 
' \ J  / \  a t C L U i C ,  W l l C i C O O  V  ^  l O  U 1 1 C 5 L < X U 1 C .  ^  i l C  S t d U i C  C X l i d l  l b  C d l i C ^ U  c l  I l U C l t f  H I I C J  l [ ! ( ^  
unstable branch saddles. 
In summary, locally there are no solutions on one side of a turning point and 
two solutions on the other side. At a turning point, two solutions are born or two 
solutions are extinguished by one other. 
3.3.1.2 Tr3.nscnwicsl Tne fold bifurcation implies that no eQui-
librium exists for parameter values smaller or larger than the bifurcation value. How­
ever. it can occur that the dynam^ic system has at least one equilibrium at the origin. 
c-i. X ciN-o-x witii oxiC dv\.v-.iia.iig,C Oi bictOiiitj/ Oi ct pCibiSLiIig COui-
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unsiaoie rr.oac; siaDie rr.oGs 
Figure 3.2: Static bifurcation, ©Sadhana [45] 
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librium; it is characterized by an exchange of stability of the origin. Figure 3.2 shows 
the bifurcation diagram of the transcritical bifurcation for the equation 
X  =  X x  -  x ~  (3.15) 
The solutions are x = 0 and x  =  X .  The stable branches are indicated in Figure 3.2 
by solid lines. For X < Xq when Xq = 0, the origin x = 0 is the only equilibrium 
point which is stable. If A > Aq the equilibrium x = 0 become unstable and a new 
equilibrium line emerges that is also stable. 
3.3.1.3 Pitchfork bifurcations A final example of a bifurcation of an equi­
librium into two or more stable and unstable equilibria is the so-called pitchfork 
bifurcation. This bifurcation can occur in the dynamic systems of Eq. 3.12 with the 
a d d i t i o n a l  a s s u m p t i o n  t h a t  t h e  f u n c t i o n  F  i s  a n  o d d  f u n c t i o n  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  x .  
Figure 3.2 shows the bifurcation diagram for the equation 
X  =  X x  -  x ^  (3.16) 
For A > 0 there are two nontrivial equilibria, x  =  ±\/A. The transition of stability 
is shown in Figure 3.2. For A < Aq when Xq = 0, the origin x = 0 is the only 
equihbrium point that is stable. However, for A > Ag, the equilibrium x = 0 becomes 
unstable, and two new branches emerge that are stable. This kind of bifurcation is 
_ _ n - -1 - 1 1 • r 
V-c t i iCU UiJLUiCc t l iUI i .  
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3.3.2 Hopf bifurcations 
In this section, we discuss the case when a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues 
become zero. Under certain conditions, a branch of periodic solutions (limit cycles) 
arises adjacent to the branch of stationary solutions: namely, a fixed point bifurcates 
into a closed orbit in the neighborhood of an equilibrium. 
The type of bifurcation that connects equilibria with periodic motion is com­
monly referred to as Hopf bifurcation [46], because it was E. Hopf who proved the 
following theorem for the n-dimensional case in 1942. 
Assume 
1. f{xc,pc) = 0 
2. The Jacobian matrix [ d F j d x ]  has a simple pair of purely imaginary-
eigenvalues /i(pc) = ±Z!x-'Q. 
3. J(i?e(/i(pc)))/c^P # 0. 
Tnpn i nerp pirtn or ne;^r.n of limit. r\rrip<; pr n-
^ \ w •• 1 ^ - - I o — 
the sign of the derivative in 3. 
The value pc is the Hopf bifurcation value. Assumption number 3 guarantees 
that there is a transversal crossing of the imaginary axis by the pair of complex 
conjugate eigenvalues. The Hopf bifurcation concludes more specifically that a one-
parameter family of periodic solutions x{t,e) of (1) in the above paragraph a!v/avs 
exists in the neighborhood of {xcpc)- If the derivative in 3 is assumed to be positive, 
then the conjugate pair of eigenvalues m.oves into the right half-plane. The parameter 
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€ can be chosen so that 
X = zc + ^ 2:2(0 + • • • (3-17) 
p = pc + P2^""^ (3.18) 
T  —  27r/a/'Q + Toe" + • • • (3.19) 
where T  =  T { e )  is the period of x { t , e ) .  Thus, in particular, { t , e )  xq , p { c )  
j)Q,r(e) —> 2-/u;q as e ^ O"'". Furthermore the stability of the periodic solution 
x{t^ e) can be determined as follows. 
In the ccLse above, ihe periodic soluiioiis have a Floquel exponent p(e) = poe" + 
••• where j32 = —'^'PodRe-ilJ-ipc))/dpc [47, 48]. The stability of a periodic branch 
emanating from the stationary branch is determined by 132- The periodic solutions 
exist supercritically or subcritically if /?2 is negative or positive, respectively. When 
the bifurcation is supercritical the periodic branch is initially stable, and when the 
bifurcation is subcritical, the previous branch is initially unstable [48]. 
«-» <r* r> 1 j ' _ 0.0.0 
Further variation of the parameter beyond the Hopf point may lead to other 
complex phenomena. When we tackle the problem related to periodic motion, the 
eigenvalue analysis can no longer be adapted, and it becomes necessary to find a 
pertinent tool for further analysis of periodicity. This is not within the scope of this 
research. 
In the preceding sections, the basic linear system theory and bifurcation theory 
are reviewed to determine the small-disturbance stability near an equilibrium, point. 
O n c e  t h e  s t a b i l i t v  i s  d e t e r m i n e d  b ' * '  c a l c u l a t i n g  t h e  e i g e n v a l u e s  " t  " ^ c c c s s a r v  t c  
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find the states and the parameters that strongly influence the system behavior. In 
analysis are described in detail. 
3.4 Eigenvalue Analysis 
It is well known that if A has all distinct eigenvalues = l.m), then it will 
also have m corresponding linearly independent mxl eigenvectors uj^{i = l.m) that 
are related to the equations 
The set of vectors {u|, • • •, Um} accordingly constitutes a basis for a two-dimensional 
vector space. Here, is called the right eigenvector associated with A,-. There also 
the foilovv'ing tVv'c secticns, eigenvalue analysis and its application to power svstem 
Au^ = (i = l,r72) (3.20) 
exists a vector { t  denotes transpose) that satisfies 
(j = 1, • • • ,77Z) (3.21) 
iHis vector is tne ielt eigenvector. ett eigenvector set , • • •, v^] also consti-
3.4.1 Connection between two eigenvectors 
If Eq. 3.21 is postm.ultiplied by then 
t  *  y  t  V j A u i  = X j V j U i ,  (?: ^ J, z, j = L • • •, m ('3 99 \ ) 
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Since left-hand sides of Eqs. 3.22 and 3.23 are identical, subtraction of these two 
equations yields 
which in turn implies that 
VjU^ = 0, (z^ j,2,j = (3.25) 
This implies that and V j  (z ^ j )  are orthogonal vectors. However, in the case of 
eigenvectors corresponding to the same eigenvalue, it is evident that 
( z  =  i , - - - , m )  ( 3 . 2 6 )  
where the is a nonzero constant. 
3.4.2 Reciprocal basis 
In Eq. 3.26, since the eigenvectors are determined only to within a scalar multi­
plier, it is convenient to normalize these vectors as 
v^ui = 1 (z = 1, • • •, m) (3.27) 
Then the set of vectors • • - , is termed the reciprocal basis of basis {iq, • • •, Um)-
The main use of the reciprocal basis is as a convenient expression for the components 
of any vector x relative to the basis • • ,um}- Any vector x is represented as a 
linear combination of bases, i.e., 
m 
t- — f •->/ - to oqn 
z=1 
Then can be represented by inner product of two vectors as 
i ^ ^ = < v \ , x >  ( 3 . 2 9 )  
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and finally the vector x  is represented by a basis and its reciprocal basis as 
m  
X  =  ^  < v \ , x  >  u i  (3.30) 
z=l 
The properties of reciprocal eigenbasis are useful for analyzng a linear system. The 
next section describes application of eigen-properties on the reciprocal eigenbasis. 
3.5 Application of Eigen-properties 
3.5.1 Free motion of dynamic system 
The modal analysis reviewed in the preceding section has been widely used to 
determine power system stability at an operating condition with small disturbances. 
In two-dimensional system, the time response of a state vector with an initial 
value of a:(0) = (X|(G),X2(0))^ becomes 
x { t )  —  exp(A2i)ii]^u|a:(0) + exp(A2i)^2^'>^('^) (3-31) 
The above equation gives the expression for the free motion time response of the 
system, in term.s of the eigenvalues and the left and right eigenvectors. The free 
response is given by a linear combination of dynamic modes corresponding to the 
eigenvalues of the state matrix. 
The scalar product z;ja:(0) represents the magnitude of the excitation of the i-
th mode resulting from the initial conditions. If the initial conditions lie along the 
J. 
j-th eigenvector, the scalar products u.-a:(0) for all i  ^  j  are identically zero on the 
»-> o ^  •»"* ' I o •« ^ J . r» ^ J 1 pi i^'ooio. i v-'iiij' Lrix^w. j"Lii iiivjuc lb CAv^lCCU,. 
If the vector representing the initial condition is not an eigenvector, it can be 
t  o / H  p  l i n o p - r  V v i  r *  p  f  i / - v r >  r \ ^  f l - i o  t  * 0 / ^ + / - v c  ' T ^  1 - >  / - >  , - v  — %  o  o  » - v +  ^  1 - ^  i O- V b . a. iiv- i vl. b yw 1 i b Oi tilC 
. . . : n  c " —  ^ .  
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Here, mode shape Uja'^z(O) geometrically becomes the projection of the initial 
value 2:(0) onto the subspace associated with i-th mode. 
3.5.2 Participation factor 
One problem in using right and left eigenvectors individually for identifying the 
relationship between the states and the modes is that the elements of the eigenvectors 
are dependent on units and scaling associated with the state variables. As a solution 
to this problem, a participation factor is proposed by Arriaga et al. [49] as follows: 
Pki = ^iBik (3.32) 
The participation factor is used to assess the coupling between mode and state vari­
ables so that it identifies the state variables that have the most influence on any mode. 
The next section describes the coupling between the modes and the parameters in 
terms of eigenvalue sensitivity or modal sensitivity. 
3.5.3 Eigenvalue sensitivity/ 
Eigenvalue sensitivity to change in the parameter under consideration can be 
obtained as follows. Consider the equation 
Partial differentiation of Eq. 3.33 with respect to any single parameter ri.- rp<;iilts in 
dA du: dXj , du: 
—u," + + A.-—^ ^3.34^ 
dpi " dpi dpi ' 
i Premultiplying all the terms in Eq. 3.34 with v- gives 
/ o o -• \ 
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Since 
j_dA td^i 
Eq. 3.35 reduces to 
_ , ("J 
v t ^ U -d \ j  i  d p j  ^  
= t (3.37) Qpi vju^ 
This is a well-known eigenvalue sensitivity expression [50] and can be used to find 
sensitivity of" eigenvalues to any system parameter. i j i i '  
3.8 Concluding Remarks 
In this chapter a small-disturbance stability was translated to a bifurcation anal­
ysis of systems described by a set of differential equations. Saddle-node bifurcation 
and Hopf bifurcation are generic in one parameter family of the system. In an attempt 
to understand the small-disturbance stability in a power system, many researchers 
have related instability to the disappearance of a stable equilibrium point via saddle-
node or Hopf bifurcation points. Saddle-node refers to a collapse type of instability, 
whereas Hopf refers to an oscillatory type ot instability. The next chapter extends 
bifurcation analysis to systems described by a set of differential algebraic equations, 
so-caUed st^'uctu^e-preser^'ing model. 
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CHAPTER 4. SMALL-DISTURBANCE ANALYSIS OF 
STRUCTURE PRESERVING POWER SYSTEM MODEL 
4.1 Introduction 
TT> r%T«^Tr^/^tiO /^V» y-«». -N J ^ ^ L „ T XAX OAXN- x^ixC*,^ o>_x . a. OlAXCtxi-\j.li3l;U.i. 1-»<X1AV^C OuO/UllltJ^ O.iKXiJ'OlO LKJL CL SCC <Ji U,!" 
nary differential equations is described. The power system, however, is modeled by 
both differential and algebraic equations. This chapter concentrates on the small-
disturbance stability of this power system model. 
To achieve this goal, the original differential algebraic equations described in 
Chapter 2 first must be linearized around a specified operating point. While we are 
free to arbitrarily specify the initial conditions for all dynamic states and control 
inputs, most dynamic studies begin from steady-state operation. In power systems, 
the most widely used program for finding the steady-state equilibrium point is the 
power-flow prograra. In this thesis the conLinualion power flow (CFF) program in­
troduced in Section 2.3 is utilized to trace the steady-state trajectory of the system. 
Section 4.2 shov/s the process for obtaining the reduced system matrix that deter­
mines the small-disturbance stability of the structure-preserving power system model. 
The classifications of bifurcation points that cause voltage problems in structure pre­
serving model are described in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4 the effects of system and 
component modeling that play a significant role in voltage stability study are sys-
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tematically investigated by increasing ttie modeling complexity of the power system 
step by step. 
4.2 Linearization 
If the parameter in Eqs. 2.45 and 2.46 is varied, the corresponding state vector X 
and the eigenvalues of the system matrix evaluated on this path change accordingly. 
Near an equilibrium point the left-hand side term X becomes zero: 
0 = f(xy,p) (4.1) 
Eqs. 2.46 and 4.1 specify the position of the equilibrium point X as a function of P .  
Let's linearize Eqs. 2.45 and 2.46 at a certain equilibrium point {X{Pq)•,¥{Pq)) as 
follows, 
^ 7^1 K2 
Matrices K i .  A'2, A'3, and A4 contain first order derivatives of F  and G ,  evaluated 
at [X[Po)^ Y[Po)). and their elements are derived as: 
dF: i 
ax 
0 
ax 
ay 
(4.2) 
K ^ .  .  = 
a'9. . 
"hJ 
ori 
dY^ f V t n \  n w \  o h  ^  \ ^ o ) j  
5a I 
K , .  .  = 
p  -V I 
OT 
i l (  X [ P o \ Y { P o ) )  
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Matrix /\4 is an algebraic Jacobian matrix that contains the power flow Jacobian 
*^0n6r3,l structur0 of th.G entire Js.cobi2,n mcitrix of s. stmctTjire-prsssrvirig 
model is shown in Figure 4.1. 
In Eq. 4.2, if det(iir4,) is not zero, AY' can be expressed in terms of A.Y as 
A Y = - K Z ^ K ^ A X  ( 4 . 3 )  
Replacing Ay in Eq. 4.2 with Eq. 4.3 results in 
AX = AAX (4.4) 
A  =  [ K i  -  K 2 A ' ~ h { 2 ] A X  
The essential small-disturbance dynamic characteristics of a structure-preserving 
m.odel are expressed in terms of eigenproperties of the reduced system matrix A. 
Individual elements of each block matrix depend on a specific critical condition. 
Steps involved in computing initial points of DAEs for dynamic analysis are described 
in detail in [38, 39] and illustrated in the following section. 
4.2.1 Initial conditions for dynamic analysis 
t'vi#:' r'p 1 1 af 1/"iti tmfial in fv»ic ic 
described in [38, 39]. 
From Chapter 2, Eqs. 2.1-2.4, 2.7-2.9, and 2.43 constitute the dynamic part. 
Eqs. 2.5-2.6 and 2.10-2.14 constitute algebraic part. To find Ki, K2: •K'^, andK^, we 
need initial conditions that are defined by S, lX/\ 
at all buses. Solutions from CPF provide V and v at all buses. The remaining values 
are obtained as shown in the follov.-ing paragraphs. 
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Figure 4.1: Jacobian matrix of structure preserving power system model 
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The first step in computing the initial conditions is normally the calculation of 
the generator currents from stator and network ec^uations as 
and the relative machine rotor angles from manipulation of the stator and flux equa­
tions 
~ 3.ngle offl'v exp + (^-s: j(4-6) 
With these quantities, the remaining dynamic and algebraic states can be found by 
T  ^  1  •  =  I e v n  —  f )  •  - i -  T T  ! 0 \  ( A  7 \  
'  - %  • • • ! - /  \ ' - - y  
Vdi + jVqi = 1^ - expi(9i - + - 1 2 )  (4.8) 
followed by from the stator and flux equations 
^di + \ 
With this field voltage, Rj., Vj^. and V^gj. can be found from the exciter equations 
as 
T r 
'^ 'Ri = (4.11) 
^R-
T/ ,  -  T/. j \l. 'av>^  
• r e j i  - i  '  v — ;  
/ T * !  ' ' j ' T  1  i n  4  1  r  ^  r -  .  ^  n  1 n »-• I I • » I I .H I ^ I I I »-»v <*• ><rtii n , y T**-» I rt^i^ri T T'r>r^ t r-t 
It di 
E<,i = + (4.13) 
E, = (4 .UI  
a -  ^ " 2 ' i  "ij/ "^z 
i his completes the computations of all dvnamic state initial conditions. 
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4.3 Determining Critical Points 
The power system state on the surface defined by Eqs. 2.45 and 2.46 is asymp­
totically stable if the eigenvalues of the system matrix A have negative real parts. 
.A.S described in the preceding chapter, the system can reach a critical state if an 
equilibrium point becomes nonhyperbolic, that is, one or a pair of eigenvalues have a 
zero real part at that point. The former case is a saddle-node type bifurcation, and 
the latter case represents a Hopf bifurcation. In the DAE formulation, however, an­
other critical state may occur when the algebraic Jacobian matrix becomes singular, 
the so-called singularity-induced bifurcation. In this research, in addition to those 
critical points, two more are defined as the node-focus point and 1:1 resonance point 
at which eigenvalues with multiplicity of two occur. 
4.3.1 Saddle-node bifurcation (SN) 
At a saddle-node bifurcation point, the system has a nonhyperbolic equilibrium 
with simnle 7.ero eiffenvaJlie when t ra.nsversali tv ronnitinns rnrrpc:r>r>nriincr fn tnic: X v-/ " " v IT ' -O'" 
point are satisned [47]. Since the transversality conditions are generically satisfied 
[51], they are not tested in practical investigation. At this point, the eigenvector 
corresponding to the zero eigenvalue points in the direction of system trajectories. 
Once the system moves in the direction of the eigenvector corresponding to the zero 
bv the center manifold The svstcm 
behavior on the center manifold around this bifurcation point is m.onotonic. and 
the system may experience a monotonic type of instability, i.e.. a collapse type of 
•  I  I ' i ' i  
^ p. T V M » 15 
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4.3.2 Hopf bifurcation (H) 
A Hopf bifurcation occurs at a point where the system has a nonhyperboUc 
equilibrium with a pair of purely imaginary eigenvalues (with nonzero imaginary 
parts). Similar to the SN, the Hopf bifurcation should also satisfy the transversality 
condition [48]. In the neighborhood of this point, periodic solutions always exist. 
The steady-state behavior becomes unstable and the system stability is determined 
by the stability of periodic solutions [12, 13, 14]. 
4.3.3 Singularity-induced bifurcation (SI) 
A singularity-induced bifurcation occurs when the algebraic Jacobian matrix be­
comes singular. At this point, one real eigenvalue of the system matrix becomes in­
finity, and the rest are bounded. Numerical simulation of DAE can not be performed 
near this point because the interrelation between the state space and the algebraic 
space is broken. Singularity-induced bifurcation was named by Venkatasubramanian 
et al. [4]. 
A. ^ ^ 3.nd x* 1. fssoris-ncs point. 
At a node-focus (NF) point a pair of complex eigenvalues become two equal real 
eigenvalues. .At a 1:1 resonance point, two pairs of complex eigenvalues become two 
equal complex eigenvalues [52, 53, 54], The aforementioned SN, H. and SI bifurca­
tion points are critical points at which steady-state stability changes. .A.lthough the 
stability does not change, NF and 1:1 resonance points are important because sys­
tem behavior may experience qualitative change, .\round an NF point, the system is 
c.cxcicimpcd c* ^ lix rcsgiia-iicc poiiiu, tiic syslcni nia,v cxpcriciicc 
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nonlinear oscillatory behavior due to order one resonance. It is noted that at these 
points participation factors, eigenvectors, and residues can be misleading because in 
such cases the eigenvectors are not unique and lose their physical meaning. 
The following paragraphs explain the concepts behind these points with a clas­
sical machine model. (A dem.onstration of general short-term power system behavior 
can be obtained with a classical machine model.) The classical machine model is 
described by the following DAEs. 
- u;5,2 = 2, • • • ,771 
= T„. + - E V^V^Y^^cosHi -
k=l 
-  L J s ) , i  =  ' 2 ,  -  •  •  , m  
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
n  
0 = -Pi+Y.ViVj,Yij,cos{ei-9j.-aij,),i = m + l,---,n (4.17) 
k = l  
0  =  - ^ l - +  e  =  +  ( 4 - 1 8 )  
^-=1 
4.3.4.1 Constant damping Linearization of Eqs. 4.15 - 4.18 results in 
r 1 
"1 i • 
0 i i 
1 i Au; 
A e  
0 I  
Au; 
. —1 . — M  — m  — 
0 
» I 
ilg 0 ^4 j 
M l  
AVl 
J s v s  —  
0 7 
m-'^k -m-'^d i 
w 
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/•here K = Ki — K^K~^K-;^. Apply the transformation matrix diag(T.T), where 
T M  *AT - is a diagonal mairix. ihen the eigenvalues of J s y s  can be obtained by 
det 
A -I 
= 0 
w hich becomes 
J . j i \2 I T' — 1 r->T^— J. \  rn H f I T^rr— l i  ac6 \/\ t -l lyi lj x a — j. ivl jx ± 
When D is small in the above characteristic polynomial, the off-diagonal entries of 
tn 1 /t — 1 rtrtn— 1 u _ . J. irjL J^J. UC i 
of m quadratic terms 
m n yf  1 7~\n^ I 1 7i.J Ji-iii. • A* • jii,i •>. 1 M D1 can be negiected, and tue aeuermmant is approximaueu oy me proauct. 
n £ l ( a 2 + r f , a - 4 i )  =  0  ( 4 . 1 9 )  
Then, the eigenvalues are obtained as 
Q. Jd^ + 
- f ± (4.20) 
rnfirp d' is ri-ssnmpn to np innpnf»nnpnt, nf Iaph npr?im#afpr VvVj#=n T-\5>T'aT-r>ot-<a-rc C  - - - - ^ . . — 
. . 9 . • 9 
vary, initially d"^ -1- < 0 and all eigenvalues are complex conjugates. When dj -j-
•±k^ = 0, a node-focus point occurs and a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues 
become algebraically 2 multiple eigenvalues. When d^ -f- 4k^ > 0, there exist two 
real eigenvalues, and one of them becomes zero at a saddle-node bifurcation point. If 
the load parameter is still increasing, then the ether real eigenvalue bccomes positive 
infinity, which is a singularity-induced bifurcation [4]. .A. 1:1 resonance occurs when 
are same as dj. kj if z 7^ j. 
In the aforementioned similarity transformation if the transformation matrix T 
 ^ 1 
is a symmetric, positive dennite matrix such that 1 'M K is a symmetric matrix. 
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.X  
(b) 
then the linearized classical model becomes so called semi-Hamiltonian [55]. Generic 
bifurcation of the Hamiltonian system described by Dellnitz at ai. [52] is shown in 
Figure 4.2. i.e., (i) steady-state bifurcation when the linearized vector Held at the 
ci^uilibriuni has a zero eigenvalue of multiplicity two (Figure 4.2.a and 4.2.b). and (2) 
1:1 resonance when the linearization hcis a pair of purely imaginary eigenvalues of 
multiplicity tv.'o (Figure 4.2.c). Figure 3 shov.-s a similar type of eigenvalue movement 
for the semi-Hamiltonian system. In this case, there is no immediate crossing of the 
imaginary axis. However, the eigenvalues move in the complex plane as a continuous 
function of the system parameter. As a result, there is a possibility that a single real 
eigenvalue or a pair of eigenvalues may cross the im.aginary axis. 
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4.3.4.2 Nonconstant damping In reality, the damping D is a function of 
the state of the system and may take on both positive and negative values while the 
load parameters vary- The roots of the characteristic ec^uatioiji are represented as 
d i i p )  
2 ^ 2 
where d j ^ { p )  is a function of the load parameters. When d j { p )  crosses zero, Hopf 
bifurcation occurs. At a certain value of p, d^{p)" + 4/;^ becomes zero, which is the 
NF point. Further increase in c^j(p) results in the SI bifurcation. 
This example shows the possibility of NF points and 1:1 resonance points in 
addition to the Hopf, SN, and SI bifurcations. Kwatny et al. [53, 54] analyzed 
NF points and 1:1 resonance points in the frequency domain without damping. In 
their papers, the NF point corresponds to the incipient divergence instability, and 
1:1 resonance corresponds to the incipient flutter instability. 
At the NF point the eigenvalues are very sensitive to changes in parameters. 
This is explained in the following paragraph. 
(  . P T  r n i Q  q t i  r  ^  t ion '  1  ^ \ ' t \  i  m  t \  1 1  t  t o n  
r) { \  \  : ^ dm \ — r. / < o •: \ 
We consider that p is varied by an increment Ap. 
Q ( A )  +  ( p  +  A p ) i ? ( A )  =  0  ( 4 . 2 2 )  
Dividing both sides by + pi?(A), we have 
A p R { X )  
= 0 (4.23) 
- • Q(A) + pil(A) 
which can be written 
1 ApF(A) = 0 (4.24) 
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where 
fi(A) 
Q ( X ) ^ p R ( \ )  
Since the denominator of F { \ )  is the same as the characteristic equation, for points 
close to multiple eigenvalues, F{X) can be approximated by 
F(\)  ^  ~ (4.26) 
where AA = A — and C  is constant. Substituting Eq. 4.26 into Eq. 4.24, we have 
1 + ^  = 0 (4.27) 
from which we get 
ap aa 
AA - C 
We know 
lim ^ (4.29) 
AA->0 A X  d X  
Thus, at the NF point, d p j d X  is zero. This implies that d X j d p  = oo, i.e., that 
eigenvalues are infinitely sensitive to the parameter variation. 
iiere the expression d p f d A  can be found in basic control system references, iiow-
ever, this expression is hard to obtain unless v/e have the equation formed by Eg. 4.2i. 
i ClCX-«J 
— n 
d X  '  d p  d X  
Since at the NF ooint. 
sc{a) , 9c(a) dp _ g 
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becomes the condition at which the NF occurs. 
Analytical derivation similar to that performed above are very difScult v,-ith in­
creasing complexity in the modeling. However, numerical calculation of the critical 
points can be obtained for any type of model. The next section discusses the re­
lation between the critical point and the power system model under consideration. 
Equations 4.15-4.18 are similar to the the equations used in case 2 in the following 
section. Analytically derived critical points in the previous section are observed in 
the simulation of case 2. 
4.4 Case Studies 
In this section, numerical simulations are conducted to see the effect of mod­
eling on voltage stability. First, the conventional static voltage stability analysis is 
performed using the CPF. Comparisons are made to see the effect of modeling by 
increasing the complexity of dynamic model. 
Four different cases are considered. 
Case 1 Power-flow equations 
Case 2 Cla-ssical machine model and networks similar to the one analyzed in the 
previous section 
Case 3 Detailed machine model with exciter and networks 
Case 4 Detailed m.achine mode! with exciter, generic load model and networks 
Numerical investigations are conducted in two different test systems: the 3-
machine system and the New England 39-bus system.. These v.vo test systemis are 
well known in voiiage siabiliiy analysis. 
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Constant power load is assumed in the CPF. System loading is increased by 
rV\ p n (ti n <t Kncoc TVio lo5>H p n <ro p+ Vnhc Vnt-
*"'0 ^v./ w ^>»» A A ^ w s--Cv>-»*A AO k^ V 
multiplying the rate of load change as described in Section 2.3. The values of load 
change parameters are selected for the base case, and these values are maintained 
while the CPF traces the entire PV curve. In all the case studies, the generator 
reactive power limit is determined by setting the maximum armature current and 
field current for 200% of the base case (in the .A^ppendix B, reactive power limits 
corresponding to a maximum current limit of 120% and 160% for case 3 of 39-bus 
system are considered). 
4.4.1 Numerical investigation procedure 
The numerical investigations contain the following steps, which are shown in 
Figure 4.3 . 
Step 1 Solve the power-flow equations using continuation power-flow program. 
SoGm 2 Calculate the eQuilibrium points for the state variables. 
Step 3 Check the SI bifurcation condition. 
ox A i...:.. o u c p  u u i i v ^  u i i c  l i i a u i i a .  
Step 5 Calculate the eigenvalues and corresponding right, and left eigenvectors. 
Step 6 Check conditions for SN and K bifurcations, and for the NF and 1:1 resonance 
I T- H K w- *0 ^Cvi.v_ ^ i.Cx. vv_. iCX\^tV_'lb 
corresponding to critical eigenvalues. 
Step 7 Go to step 1 until tracing the entire PV or OV curves. 
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Figure 4.3: Steps involved in numerical investigation 
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Figure 4.4: 3-machine, 9-bus system 
4.4.2 3-machine, 9-bus system 
In this section, the 3-machine, 9-bus system [56] shown in Figure 4.4, is tested. 
This system, consists of three generator buses (1,2,3), three load buses (4,5,7), and 
three connecting buses (6,8,9). The same system was tested in [8, 36]. The load is 
increased in steps at all PQ buses (buses 4, 5, and 7) that have loads attatched. The 
load increm.ent is supported by generators at buses 1, 2, and 3. The stability results 
are shown in Figures 4.5 - 4.8. 
Case i This case corresponds to a steady-state analysis. Dynamics correspond­
ing to all the components are neglected. No eigenvalues are involved. The load is 
assumed to be a constant povv*er load. The continuation power flow program calcu­
lated the miaximum power transfer point at a total load increment {APf) of 2.44 pu. 
At tnis point generators 2 anci 3 hit the reactive povv*er limit. In igure 4.o. tlie nose 
pwiiio KJL uixc A V V.U1.VC ib cxi6 iiKXAiiiiUiii power bro-iisicr poini vviiicn j[ p OGComes 
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Figure 4.5: PV curve including stability result of case 1, 3-machine system 
singular. The power-flow based voltage stability study assumes this maximum power 
transfer point as the instability point. 
Case 2 The stability of generator swing dynamics is investigated. Along the 
srp?inv-9tat.p f,r;^iprTorv onT.?^Tnf=*n in rn^ 1 «"o-rr(^Qpr)-n(^Tng initlcl! pOlHtS CITC cdlcu 
lated through the steps mentioned in Section 4.2. Eigenvalues calculated at the initial 
point provide the small-disturbance stability of swing dynamics near the initial point. 
At the starting point (base load, 0 pu), all the eigenvalues are complex except for 
an eigenvalue corresponding to the reference. When the load is gradually increased, 
a complex pair ot eigenvalues split into two real eigenvalues through the NF point 
around AP^ 2.88 pu. One of splitting real eigenvalues become positive immediatclv 
t h r o u g h  S N  b i f u r c a t i o n  p o i n t .  F u r t h e r  v a r i a t i o n  o f  l o a d  a l o n g  t h e  b o t t o m  o f  t h e  
PV curve leads to a SI bifurcation around Apj 2.08 pu. The unstable region existing 
easel 
' • I I I I t I • I • • I 
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Figure 4.6: PV curve including stability result of case 2, 3-machine s\'stem 
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between the SN and SI bifurcations is shown in Figure 4.6. This instability is angle 
instability. 
The model considered in this case is similar to the one analyzed in the previous 
section. The stability results observed in this case are same as those predicted through 
analytic derivations. 
Case 3: Flux decay (Eqs. 2.1-2.4) and excitation system dynamics (Eqs, 2.7-
2.9) are added to case 2. At Apf 2.44 pu, the real parts of a pair of complex eigen­
values becomes positive through a Hopf bifurcation. This mode is dominated by the 
exciter dynamics of Gen. 1. With further variation of load, the swing dynamics 
of Gen. 2 begin to share this mode with exciter dynamics. At Apf 2.33 pu, these 
eigenvalues split through a NF point into two real eigenvalues, which move in the 
opposite directions along the real axis. The eigenvalue moving to the right side is 
dominated by the swing dynamics of Gen. 2 and the one moving to the left-hand 
side is dominated by exciter dynamics of Gen. 1. The eigenvalue moving to the 
right-hand side becomes very large around SI at Apf 2.15 pu, and finally comes back 
negative through a SN bifurcation around Avi 1.05 pu. The system is unstable in 
the region between the Hopf bifurcation point (2.44 pu) and the SN bifurcation point 
(1.05 pu) as shown in Figure 4.7. This case was previously simulated in fSl. The 
movement of eigenvalues observed in this paper is same as shown in [8]. However, 
here the unstable region includes the bottom half of PV curve, whereas in [S] the un-
sts-bls rG^ion exists in th,6 upper region of curve TI10 difFcrsnce ms.v comc rrcm 
using a different generator reactive power limit and load increase scenario. In [8], the 
generator current limit was not considered and the load was increased at a particular 
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Figure 4.7: PV curve including stability result of case 3. 3-machine system 
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load bus. whereas this study includes a generator current limit and increasing loads 
at all load buses. The instabilities observed in this case study correspond to a coniroi 
loop of the excitation system. 
Case 4: Load dynamics are added to case 3. The generic load model is included 
at all load buses (buses 4, 5, and 7) in addition to the dynamic components considered 
in case 3. The real part of a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues become positive 
through the Hopf bifurcation point at AP^ 2.44 pu. This mode is dominated by 
exciter dynamics of Gen. 1. As the load increases further, a real eigenvalue approaches 
the origin and this real eigenvalue becomes unstable at AR 2.15 pu in the bottom, 
of PV curve. This mode is dominated by the voltage angle at bus 5 and the voltage 
magnitude at bus 7. These two unstable modes remain in the right half-plane until 
the entire curve is traced. The stability result is shown in Figure 4.8. 
4.4.3 New England 10-machine, 39-bus system 
In this section, the New England 10-machine, 39-bus system is tested. The 
system, shown in Figure 4.9 consists of iU generators and 32-38), 15 load buses 
is increased in steps at all load buses that initially have load. The load increment 
is supported by generators at all generator buses. The stability results are shown in 
Figures 4.10-4.13. 
Case 1 The power-flow equations are solved at different loadings from the base 
case until the entire PV curve is traced. The maximum power transfer point corre­
sponds to a total load increment Apf 38.76 pu, which corresponds to a nose point of 
PV curve in Figure 4.10. All generators hit their reactive power limits. 
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Figure 4.8: PV curve including stability result of case 4, 3-machine system 
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Figure 4.10: PV curve including stability result of case 1, 10 machine system 
Case 2 The stability of generator swing dynamics is investigated and illustrated 
in Figure 4.11. At Api 29.56 pu, a pair of complex eigenvalues dominated by the 
swing dynamics of Gen. 39 split into two real eigenvalues through a NF point. One 
_r 1 1, Ti.: i-7 _ O'NT 1. • r • ; rm • oi iCCLi d^divaiuco uwoitjivc c l  uiiuicatiuii uuuii. x iiiS> 
Dositive real eisenvalue comes back to the left half-plane throush the SI bifurcation 
point around Ap^ 37.44 pu. The system is unstable after the SN bifurcation point. 
As in case 2 of the 3-machine system, the stability results observed in this case 
are same as those predicted through analytic derivations. 
Case 3 Flux decay dynamics and dynamics representing the exciter component 
are added, ano the stability result is snown in Figure 4.12. At Ap^ 24.33 pu, the real 
rvp- r f  of r n o ^ r "  /-v-P r\ r-y-i t - \  ]  ^  v t 1  ^oc l-\ ckc •rv/-\c i f  • »  t ^  rr U ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  v L/i d ^Ci±x wi. O. XXWUi Ui CcLt . 
This mode is dominated by the exciter dvnamics of Gen. 36 and Gen. 38. When 
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Figure 4.11: PV curve including stability result of case 2, 10-machine system 
1 1  
the load is increcised, the imaginary part of these eigenvalues decreases. Around 
31.83 pu, the exciter dynamics of Gen. 34 begin to share this mode with other 
exciter dynamics. At Ap^ 31.83 pu, the unstable complex eigenvalues split through a 
NF point into two real eigenvalues, which move in the opposite directions along the 
real axis. The one moving to the right side returns to the left half-plane through the 
SI bifurcation point around Ap^ 33.94 pu. The one moving to the left side approaches 
the origin but never crossed the imaginary axis. 
Case 4 This case includes a generic load model at buses that initially have load, 
in addition to the dynamic components considered in case 3. Figure 4.13 shows the 
PV curve of case 4 including stability results. At Ap^ 33.94 pu, one real eigenvalue 
becomes unstable through the SN bifurcation point. This mode is dominated by the 
voltage angles at buses 7, 15, and 16 and by voltage magnitudes at buses 7, 16, and 
25. This unstable eigenvalue remains in the right half-plane at the bottom curve. 
4.4.4 Observations from numerical simulations 
The toliowmg general observations can be made from the two test cases: 
5 Determinmg the stability based on the *7singularity is too optimistic. In the 
case of constant power loads, the PV or QV curve is interpreted as a bifurcation 
diagram because P or Q becomes an independent system parameter. When 
the maximum nower tra.nsfpr noint is approached, two equilibria coalesce and 
disappear as P or Q is further increased. The maximum power iransfer point is 
assumed to be a saddle-node bifurcation point. However, in 3-machine system 
the singularity occurs near the Hopf bifurcation point. In case 4 of the 
New England system, a saddle-node bifurcation occurs in ihe upper branch of 
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the PV curve, which is associated with load dynamics. This SN bifurcation is 
an actual instability point. In general, the singular point does nou coincide 
with one of the critical points that determine stability. 
• The NF point is observed in cases 2 and 3. 
• Participation factors may not work around the SN bifurcation point in ca^e 2 
because this point is very close to the NF point. The proximity of SN bifur­
cation point to the NF point is explained by Eq. 4.20. The model in case 2 is 
equivalent to the model used in Section 5.3. Near the NF point, we have multi­
ple eigenvalues a 2 — —^2/2, and is a combination of Usually these 
values are small so that the eigenvalues are close to the origin. As described in 
the preceding section, near the NF point the eigenvalue becomes very sensitive 
to parameters. Thus, small changes in load lead to a SN bifurcation point very 
quickly. 
• Dynamics corresponding to generic load change the stability results. 
• The points of multiple eigenvalues are observed in both examples. These points. 
NF or 1:1 resonance, must not be overlooked in voltage stability analysis for 
the following reasons: 
— .A.t these points, participation factors, eigenvectors, and residues can be 
misleading because in such cases the eigenvectors are not unique and lose 
their meaning. 
- .A.t these points, although stability does not change, svstGm rn2,v Gxpcnsncs 
oualitative change. 
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* If there are two real eigenvalues (the case of the NF point), oscillatory 
tUGAio-Vior bccoiiiGS riiOiiO(jOn.iC behavior and vice versa. This behavior 
is observed in both examples. 
* If there are two equal complex eigenvalues, the system may experi­
ence resonance of order one due to the 1-1 resonance condition. This 
condition is observed in the IEEE 50-machine system. The numerical 
results are shown in the Appendix C. 
4.5 Concluding Remarks 
In this chapter a small-disturbance stability analysis is applied to a structure-
preserving power system model. Saddle-node, Hopf, and singularity induced bifurca­
tions, described above, are observed in the two test systems considered. The NF point 
is also observed. The 1:1 resonance condition is observed in the IEEE 50-machine 
system. This condition does not appear to be generic. Analytical predictions for case 
2 described in Section 3 are verified by numerical simulations. 
The results from the case studies certainly indicate that the maximum power 
transfer limited by stability depends on the model considered. Table 4.1 shows the 
maximum power transfer obtained in each case study. As reported in the preceding 
section, the maximum power transfer determined by the singularity (case 1) 
is optimistic. Even though the maximum power transfers determined bv the Jr 
singularity coincide in cases 1, 2, and 3 of 3-machine system, this is not generally 
true. 
Including the reactive power limit associated with generator current limits did 
V> P to rro 4- ]-. /-> Q _ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m ^ ^ o ^ A J' oaa'L' Ci> o'w'i. L 1 V v_/ * v v_ i. 
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Table 4.1: Stability limited power transfer 
3 machine 10 machine 
case 1 case 2 case 3 case 4 case 1 case 2 case 3 case 4 
max 2.44 2.28 2.44 2.44 38.76 29.56 24.33 33.94 
lin:iit is not included in [8]. In [36], a fixed reactive power limit on Gen. 2 was 
included. In both cases, the movement of the critical eigenvalues appears similar, 
in which the unstable region appears on the upper part of PV curve. Simulating 
the same system with different reactive power limits reveals that the total amount 
of loa.d increase is reduced with decreased reactive power limit. However, although 
the movement of the critical eigenvalues does not seem to change qualitatively, the 
unstable region moves to the lower part of PV curve. This means that critical points 
appear at lov/ voltage. 
In the case studies, it appears that the Hopf bifurcation depends on the amount 
of reactive power supplied by the generators and SI bifurcation on the amount of 
network transactions. This implies that the Hopf bifurcation may correspond to the 
limit of the excitation system and Si biturcation to the limit oi network structure. 
7-i m Tc p-n i r-nrNrsri o t-v'f po T-N ^/-f "• 0  s: 
tV»p Tnn^,*orr)<anf c rv'f oi rroriTra ] noc cTrY-»il^>T' rNtarf fUo Q_ T-V-> ^ ^ - t ^ ^ J. X i ^  X 'J 1 X X CC VI11 XX Nw CtXlV^ 
lG-mach:ne systems considered. In cases 1, 2, and 3, the entire network is modeled by 
a set of algebraic equations. The network in case 4 is modeled by DAEs. Including 
dynamics in the network model eventually alters the structure of the algebraic part 
of the DAE formulation. This may be the reason that case 4 is quite different from 
other cases. 
Participation factors identify the critical states associated with system inslabili-
S3 
ties. In most cases, except for the NF point or the 1:1 resonance point, participation 
o ^r\T' ^ t »-« rr + V n+ O CA,K\^ A.WX 1 \J 1\^<XX OOCXLV^O* 
Figure 4.14 provides the summary of this chapter. 
So far. the analysis has mainly focused on on the classification of system insta­
bilities and dynamic behavior near or after bifurcation occurs. Further insights into 
the voltage problems can be obtained by properly identifying the areas, components, 
and parameters that are responsible for particular types of system behavior. This 
can be achieved through a systematic modal sensitivity analysis of the state variables 
to identify weak areas. The parametric sensitivity of the selected variables on the 
subspace associated with the critical mode will indicate which parameters are par­
ticipating in the mode. In the next two chapters, the systematic sensitivity analysis 
method is developed and applied to a test system. 
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Figure 4.14: Summary of Chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER 5. PARAMETRIC SENSITIVITY OF STRUCTURE 
PRESERVING POWER SYSTEM MODEL 
5.1 Introduction 
In povvcr system dns-lysis, iz is not enough, merely to obtam the st-abuity lufor-
mation. It is also important to know the areas, components, and parameters that 
contribute to particular instability. 
In this section, a systematic sensitivity analysis method is developed that sat­
isfies the requirements mentioned in the above paragraph. An explicit derivation of 
parametric sensitivity of state variables is obtained in terms of partial derivatives of 
known quantities. This takes into account both the static and dynamic parts. Fur­
ther insights into the parametric sensitivity can be obtained by properly projecting 
this sensitivity onto subspaces corresponding lo each eigenvalue. The projected sensi-
LiviLies are called invariant subspace parametric sensitiviiies (ISPS). ISPS indirectly 
give the relation between the eigenvalue and the parameters under consideration. 
This chapter is organized as follows. In section 5.2 the parametric sensitivities 
of both the state and the algebraic variables in the structure-preserving model are 
derived. Section 5.3 presents the process involved in projecting the parametric sen­
sitivity onto invariant subspaces. Section 5.4 justifies ISPS by comparing them with 
eigenvalue sensitivity. In Section 5.5. salient features of ISPS are described. 
S6 
5.2 Parametric Sensitivity 
Near a given solution {X{Po)-,Y{Po)) of a structure-preserving power system 
model (Eqs. 2.45 and 2.46), the derivatives dXjdP and dYjdP of (A', V") at Pq give 
a natural measure of the sensitivity of the solution {X{Po)-,Y{Po))-
At an equilibrium point [X{Po)-,Y[Po))-,  if we take partial differentiations of 
Eqs. 2.45 and 2.46 with respect to p and evaluate matrices at this equilibrium, point, 
then 
d F d X  d F d Y  d F  
d X  d P ^  d Y d P ^  d P  
dGdX dGdY dG 
d X d P ^  d Y  d P  ^  d P  
From Eq. 5.2 
^ - _ 1"^' 
dP ~ [dY 
Substitute Eq. 5.3 in Eq. 5.1 
0 = 
— i 
dF dX dF 'dG' - 1  r  
dX dP dY L  
dG dX dG 
dX dP ^ dP 
dGdX dG 
dX dP ^ dP ^ dP 
^ r~i 
or 
Ix 
rs y,  r I 
or " • ^ 
dY a r !  dX I dP 
d^ dG , dF 
dY [dY\ dP dP 
.A.fter rearrangmg, 
\ d F  d F  i d G ] ~ '  d G \  d X  d F  \ d G ] ~ ^ d G  d F  
^ ~ W [ W \  d x \ ' ^ ~ & Y [ W \  J p ~ d p  
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
a 
From Eq. 5.4. the parametric sensitivity of state variables are obtained as 
dX _ .-1 ^  
^  1  I  i  P D f *  r-» i  i c i" i_ ^ j ^ \ o ± 10.oj 
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The parametric sensitivity of the algebraic variables can be obtained by substituting 
dXjdF from Eq. 5.5 in Eq. 5.3. The parametric sensitivity derived in this section 
provides the sensitivities of system components with respect to any parameters. 
In the previous chapter, stability information was obtained by determining the 
critical points of structure-preserving power system model. Combining the stability 
and sensitivity information results in an understanding of the factors that contribute 
to instability. In this thesis, the invariance property of the eigenbasis is exploited 
for linking the stability and sensitivity aspects of the system. In a small-disturbance 
qtaKilifTr IdsIgh^s to S- p2,rticvil3-r If ci criticcil 
eigenbasis refers to a critical eigenvalue, then according to the invariance property 
of the eigenbasis the system instabilities are governed by the dynamics on the criti­
cal eigenbasis. This is achieved by collapsing the entire state space onto the critical 
eigenbasis. In the next section, the parametric sensitivity is projected onto the sub-
space (that is the span of the eigenbasis) corresponding to each eigenvalue. The 
link between the eigenvalues and the parameters is acheived through this projected 
parametric sensitivity (or ISPS). 
5.3 Invariant Subspace Parametric Sensitivity 
In Chapter 3, the characteristics of reciprocal eigenbasis are discussed. The 
essence of using reciprocal eigenbasis is the convenience of expressing the components 
of any vector x relative to the eigenbasis. In this section, we introduce an expression 
that is called a dyad (M) [57], A dyad is a linear transformation that transforms the 
vector X onto the vector < V:,x > v.;. In other words, it mass all vectors onio the 
c ^ 
t T-» T \. A ^ ^ ^ ^ ! . 
spanned by that is represented by the matrix iV/^- = Eq. 3.30 is represented 
by the dyad expression 
m 
^ ^ 'L (5-6) 
z= l  
m 
=  l  (5- ' )  
i=l 
4-
v.'here =< > and i  denotes i-th eigenspace. 
The column space of is the i-th right eigenvector tzj, and the row space of 
is the i-th left eigenvector u^. This implies that the null space of is the total 
sum of the eigenspace associated with all eigenvalues of matrix A other than A^. For 
a two-dimensional l inear vector field, Figure 5.1 shows the projection of a vector x 
onto each eigensubspace through the dyad In this figure, is the inner product 
of the left  eigenvector and a vector x, i .e. ,  =< vj,x >. 
5.3.1 Matrix decomposition 
I  I n  T h P  I  o i T o r > h * a c T C  - r o H  n +  ^ x '  A ^ 4 - ^ ^  — --
A = UAV (5.8) 
m 
= Y. (5-9) 
w here 
a/f- = 
-• 'I  - t-i  I  ">1 
1 
1 ' 
i "?r72 ^772 j 
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span{u9} 
span{ui} 
Figure 5.1: Projection of initial vector x(0) onto invariant subspace 
U -  = ^ / - T /-1 
•• •  " em)  
r T i ^
 1 
T tt: 
^Tt\ 
r-— I 
— U 
( ? ? •  11• 
•1-2 ' •ni '  
A - diag (Ai • • • atA 
To visualize the relation between the matrix A and a dyad M. we postmultiply 
Eq. 5.9 b}^ a vector x as shown in the following equations. 
m 
A / ~ \ . n/r.\~. f  •r ^ r \ \  O.xu ; (,0. 
1=1 
.-I" isicns,! systCiii, i j i  — 2 a-nd. x  —  Tiicn 
^--iX — t/v9jv'i9i: 
90 
Ax 
M-, 
Figure 5.2: Relation between A and Af  
= Ai 
ml 
Ml 1 -"i9 9 
T t 
•"1 
+ a2 
1—1 r~h 
f 
^2 
. '^29.1 x--) 
L'his relation is explained in i' lgure 5.2. The action ot A on a vector x is a linear 
irans •n c-T*-.-n TY-k p t" 1 rvr> s.oio^ jl niis rm j\x iS s, new vcctor ura.nsforiiiSG Lnroii^n. /i. 
t'lio Trtoamnrr rvf 7*14x1^+ tc^itl is s.s follcws* it — 
0-? rrpr> c? ? p r^a O V.A kJ ^ « ^•11. ^ r, ^  I ,  i l - .  — VXAV^XA AO \^XSwCi-bwO i,l<^ U-2 ^ t- J. , Z. y . -Vl UI t-l Mi V lii^ U\ Lilc 
^ivyjC'\^u C*. CO-^-ll 
eigenvalue corresponding to each eigensubspace results in {i = 1,2). The suir^ 
of all these vectors is Ax. 
The inverse of a matrix A can also be decomposed in the same way: 
j  — 1  _  r r r  a  t / i  — 1  ' s i v  
-  il / . v K ,  l o . i i ;  
_ 1 _ 1 1 
= V " A ^ U ^ 
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Figure 5.3: Relation between A ^ and Af  
=  17A~^V 
M-
= 
z=l '• 
Equation 5.11 is visualized in Figure 5.3. The same discussion in Figure 5.2 is appli­
cable to Figure 5.3 except that is novv divided by A^-. 
5.3.2 Sensitivity decomposition 
j ti fv»o ci i tn ftr ic scc*t^ ocsccl idv dcti vc-tlcii*" 
obtained from the matrix decom.position. Substitution of Eq. 5.11 in Eq. 5.5 results 
in 
-x r  t T77 » y i I T—• r . 1 I y-v r\ ^ 
_ I ^ iVi/j I or I oG j * oG ot 
~ i z_r \ . 1 ov i si\/ i p o ~ p o l ^ " ' j  
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Mi m S a.. 
LZ = 1 "• J 
w fhere 
L =  
dY 
dG 
dY  
-1 
dP ~  dP 
(5.13) 
L contains the sensitivities of functions F and G with respect to the parameters P.  
The matrix operating on L results in parametric sensitivity. 
Figure 5.3 gives the geometric interpretation of for the two variables case. 
A similar type of decomposition can also be obtained for A~^L.  To start with, 
consider a single parameter case. Then the sensitivity matrix L in Eq. 5.13 becomes 
a vector I. 
From Eq. 5.12, 
d p  
l op j 
/ 
m , 
1 i > -
\ l 
_1_ 
•^1 
r 
i -"ii.i 
Mo. ,  
- 1 , 1  
+ — i /\2 
I < r 
I -"^2^,1 
m;, 
\ 
IVI; 
M-.. 
J y ^ 
1 
i 
i i i .  i  
I  /  I  Z  ^  J  
J L J 
mo, it/,] 
i 1 . i 
I ' ' 
I  I  I  
i r I  I  r  I  
J  L  J  
( 5 . 1 4 )  
f.t.l 5"! 
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spaii{ui 
Figure 5.4: Projection of sensitivity vector I 
1 
"11,: 
Mr, 
m, "11, 
I I 
I I 
m, ; I J J 
Tn the ^-bov*^ cou3.tion, c3.ch. terrp ip th.0 ri^b.t-h.2.nd sid.s represents the sensitiv-
ity projected onto the subspace associated with each eigenvalue, that is ISPS. 
parametric sensitivity is expressed by the sumi of every ISPS corresponding to each 
subspace. Figure 5.4 shows the projection of sensitivity vector I and parametric sensi-
,. ., , _l , , . . , , . 
civiiy /i 'L onto eacn eigen-suDspace tnrougn ayaa t^acti term in the nght-tiand 
side of the above equation (Eq. 5.14) corresponds to the vector in ihis figure. 
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Now consider a multiple parameter vector P  =  ( p j ,  j  = Then. L  
becomes a matrix with /j;, • • • /n as column vectors. From. Eq. 5.12, 
dxi 
dpi 
dXm 
d p i  
dxi 
dpn 
dXm 
dpn 
I  
m ,  
\ 
-^1 
Mi,, 
M: 
M. 
1 
m2, 
M. 2:7-. 
Mi,, 
fl/f. 
— ij.. 
Ml 
r i 1. 
"11 
M2r, 
lu ••• I  ^ 1 
• • • ^ri„ 
. . .  i 
-n\ 
lu 
/ i _  L 
hi '  '  '  l-ni 
In, . .  
(5.16) 
+ -
Mm- i ,  M, TTLl^ 
M .  . .  M 
'ii • • • '"1 
/. ... 7 
(5.17) 
In the above equation, the vector I j  is the column of the sensitivity matrix L  that 
is the sensitivity corresponding to each parameter p j .  Each term Afj/j/A^ represents 
the ISPS. Here, our aim is to find the most sensitive parameter on a, nart.iriil;nr 
subspace, i.e., the maximum of j = 1, • • •. m. 
However, we do not need to calculate the entire product. Sim.ply taking the 
maximum oi (vv'here is ttic inner product between and /-) gives the same 
J  J  ^  ^  J  ^  
rCSUi t .  X  i iC  cXp id r i a l iO i i  iS  iO i iOvVS.  
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Now consider the term in Eq. 5.16 corresponding to i-th eigenvalue 
M,L 
a, 
1 i 
,1/f. 
M-
u. 7. ... 7 
'11 -n] 
i ' ' ' ^rirn 
Uil ^ir,  
Ui„v: 
^ll • • • '"1 
••• I 
If we define the new symbol aj = j  rewrite the above equation 
using the new symbol, then 
Mil 
X: A; 
UliCi '  '  * 
\ .. 1 
i 
aI  
i  l ^ l l  i  
I ' r 
ctl 
^1. 
(5.18) 
Here, the left eigenvector m.easures the weight of contribution of sensitivity 
vector Ij to each X- In Eq. 5.18, the ISPS of a particular parameter, pj, becomes 
/Vf • / • rr ">1 • 
Consequently, 
M:l: a:u: 
Max —^ = Max ^  r 7 = 1. • - -. nl 
('5 1q^ 
Figure 5.5: Projection of sensitivity vectors ^1,^2''3 selected eigen-subspace 
In the above equation, the largest sensitive parameter is obtained from Max aj.j = 
1, • - • ,n, since is common to all the parameters. Thus, aj is a good measure 
for c^alprrincr f n<=» mnQT. -n^rsm^af P'nr ovamrvio Kirm7»ia n ^ 
Q ^ — — r---! -
vector Ij  corresponding to parameter pj on the selected eigensubspace in a two-
dimensional vector field with three parameters. On the subspace corresponding to 
A2, parameter pi is the most influential parameter in this particular example. 
It should be noted that the parametric sensitivity is sum of the ISPS as repre-
1 t-> /-« 0 1. 
d X  M ^ L  M o L  M m L  
= i 1 = l . . . 1::^ 91 ^ 
ad \ . ' \ ^ ' \ i, v.-j. i 
ui /\ '2 
In the close neighborhood of a saddle-node bifurcation point, i.e., if the i-th eigen­
value is almost-zero, parametric sensitivity dXjdP is dominated by the almost zero 
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eigenvalue and is approximated by the ISPS corresponding to the i-th eigenvalue. 
d X  M ^ L  M o L  M : L  M m L  
- —i ^ ^ 1 1—^ ili— f5 99 
d P  X o  A ;  X m  "  
o o  
M : L  
•"w <-
\-
In this section, ISPS is derived and its meaning is explained through geomet­
rical interpretations. ISPS is claimed to provide indirectly the relationship betvi^een 
eigenvalues and the parameters under consideration. As described in Section 3.5, 
eigenvalue sensitivity expressions that provide the exact eigenvalue sensitivity with 
respect to parameters are available. The next section compares the ISPS with the 
exact eigenvalue sensitivity. 
5.4 Numerical Comparison 
In this section, the comparison of the ISPS and exact eigenvalue sensitivity is 
made for two test systems. In both test systems, the following parameters are selected 
• Each exciter parameter: Ka^.,K£., and K p .  
u ^0.1. ON-X CLt j  V-CX/^^XX XV/Ct^ UUd« 1 \ .  / .. 
Two different loading conditions (normal and stressed) are considered. The load 
i<N mrrpp^pH in sll PO Kncoc fVjaf inifiol X 1 r 
'-'I 
represents tne mcrement oi load at tne i-th bus. The load increment is supported bv 
all generators. 
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Table 5.1: Eigenvalues at normal condition, 3-machine system 
^1 — -63.42 ^2,3 
= 
-25.32 ±jl4.57 
A. = = 
-3.75 ± i7.32 X a  T  u, 1 -3.82 ± i7..39 
^8 
= 
-5.78 ^9 -3.52 
^10,11 
= 
-0.66 ± jl.69 ^12,13 — -0.30 ± jO.95 
^14,15 
= 
-0.46 ± jO.66 ^16,17 -0.08 ± jO.29 
^18.19 
= 
-0.14 ± j0.30 ^^20 - -0.14 
Table 5.2; Eigenvalues at stressed condition, 3-machine system 
^1 
= 
-70.40 ^2,3 -25.72 ±jl5.28 
^4,5 
= 
-3.80 ± j7.38 
"^6,7 - -3.85 ± j7.42 
^8 
= 
-5.86 
-^9 
= 
-5.32 
^10,11 
= 
-0.40 ± jl.23 
-^12,13 
= 
-0.45 ± j0.71 
Ai4 = -0.93 ^^15,16 
= 
-0.08 ± jO.44 
^17,18 
= 
-0.11 ± jO.34 ^19 = 0.08 
^2n 
= 
-0.14 
5.4.1 3-machine 9-bus example 
Case 3 of the 3-machine, 9-bus system from Chapter 4 is tested. Two different 
I o h t r> rr  h 711 /-\t^  c rs /"/-»•»-» c h ot-o/s • t h /d -r-i r\t*t-r> o 1 h * •f i I +/-v+ o' r-A 
—• 
the stressed condition (total load of 244 MW). At each condition, the eigenvalue 
sensitivities and invariant subspace parametric sensitivities (isps) are calculated for 
comparison. 
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show all the system eigenvalues at each condition. Tables 5.3 
and 5.4 show the three largest sensitivity parameters of the twelve total parameters. 
In som.e cases, the one or two largest sensitivity parameters are selected because 
sensitivities of the other parameters are negligible. In most of the cases, the sensitive 
parameters selected by the ISPS are the same as the parameters selected using the 
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Table 5.3: Eigenvalue sensitivity and ISPS at normal condition, 3-machine system 
parameters selected with parameters selected with 
eigenvalue sensitivities ISPS 
^2,3 
^^4,5 
^6,7 K^3,A>2 KFo'^F3 
00 
kF^^^F2:^F3 
^9 kfi KFi'^F2'-^^F3 
^10,11 
. •'^^1. . •''•>2' •"'fs K p ^ , K p ^ , K p ^  
^12,13 K F y K f ^ J < f ^  
'^4,15 kfj.afj 
^16,17 kF2 '^F;^^^^F3  
^18,19 kF3 '^F2'^^Fi 
^20 KFj.^F, ^ F r ^ F o ^ K p .  
eigenvalue sensitivities. For the cases where the order from largest to smallest is 
not the same, the cluster of parameters with high sensitivity are the same. For 
example, the values of the two largest eigenvalue sensitivities of Ag 7 in Table 5.3 
are A'(24.7), (20.9). The two largest ISPS corresponding to this eigenvalue 
are (229.79), (210.63) and the others are less than one. In both results, 
the sensitivities of eigenvalue vvith respecl Lo ^.nd relatively closer 
in magnitude than the other sensitivity. Practically, in this case, selecting the first 
tv/o parameters is more reasonable than selecting the one largest paraiTieter. In that 
sense, ISPS works quite well. 
In addition, ISPS can select parameters corresponding to the algebraic parts 
that can not be provided by the conventional eigenvalue sensitivity method. 
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Table 5.4: Eigenvalues sensitivities and ISPS at stressed condition, 3-machine sys­
tem 
parameters selected with parameters selected with 
eigenvalue sensitivities ISPS 
^1 kfi ^^4  
^2,3 kfi 
'^4,5 kf2 /^fs^^f. 
^6,7 
^8 kfi kfi Kf,.KF^ 
^9 kfi kfi K F I - K F ^  
^10,11 kfi i^f3'^>9 
^12,13 ^Fr'^'Fz ^I<F\ kf2 /^f3^^f; 
\ A l  A  t/' k 77 . /\ r? r  r  r\ rr- a'r. j i  ^  '  r  v - -  r o  ""n  '~*ro  
-^15,16 ^ F V ^ F I  . a f i  kfo ^fv^^fi 
k r^r~. a' ^  .'v  ^
^'i t , i b  
- - r3 ' - - r i  ' " t o  "^1 - -^3 '  - t o  
^19 ^^<FI kf. 
^20 kf;; 
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Table 5.5: Eigenvalues at normal condition. 10-machine system 
^1 
= 
-7.22 A") = -5.76 
^3 — -5.29 >•4 -4.19 
^^5.6 - -1.06 ±j3.01 ^7.8 -1.77± jl.l2 
^9,10 — -1.49 ± jl.27 All -2.55 
^12 
= 
-2.45 ^13.14 -1.06 ± jO.75 
Table 5.6: Eigenvalues at stressed condition, 10-•machme system 
X l  9 = 1.12 ± j6.01 ^3 -7.27 
A4 -- -6.01 ^5 -5.14 
^6 = -3.74 ^7,8 -1.44 ± jl.56 
^9,10 
= 
-1.86 ±jl.l2 All -2.52 
^12 — -2.35 -^13.14 -0.78 ± j0.50 
5.4.2 10-machine, 39-bus example 
In this section, case 3 of the New England 10-machine, 39-bus system from Chap­
ter 4 is tested [58]. A total of 45 parameters are considered, of which 30 parameters 
correspond to exciters and 15 parameters to load. Two different loading conditions 
coriSiCicr^CLi iiornia-i couuiijiuii luiiu lb 4:fzu ivivvj a,nQ. sircsscQ conciiiion 
(total load is 8596 MW). 
Tables 5.5 and 5.6 show 14 system eigenvalues out of 69 total eigenvalues at 
each condition. These eigenvalues correspond to exciter mode rather than 
to electromechanical mode. Because our aim is to compare the ISPS method to the 
eigenvalue sensitivity method, only exciter modes are selected. Tables 5.7 and 5.8 
shovi." the parameters corresponding to the three largest eigenvalue sensitiviiies and 
the three largest iSPS. As observed in the previous example, a group of parameters 
selected by ISPS method are always the same as the group selected by the eigen-
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Table 5.7; Eigenvalue sensitivity and ISPS at normal condition, 10-machine system 
parameters selected with 
eigenvalue sensitivities 
parameters selected with 
ISPS 
^1 ^^34 KF34'M 
a2 
^^34'^^^36 ^^34'^^^36'^% 
^3 ^^34'^'>36 ^F34'^'^F36'-^^F33 
a4 
^•^36''^'^%'"^'^33 KF36'-^"^f34'^^F33 
^^5,5 ^^'^38'^^^34'^'>36 
^7,8 ^•^39'"^^36'^^^38 
^9,10 KF38'-^f36'^f39 KF38'-^i^39'-^^i^36 
^11 ^^30''^^33'^'''^34 ^^30'^"^^33'^'^% 
-^12 ^F3o'^F39'-^F33 KF39'^F3o'^F33 
^13,14 
value sensitivity method. For example, the values of the three largest eigenvalue 
sensitivities of Ag 0 in Table 5.7 are Kp (16.2), Kjr^ {li.5), Kf (S.6) and the 
' oo 00 «j4 
others are less than two. The three largest ISPS corresponding to this eigenvalue are 
Kp^^{0.76), KKp^^{Q.62)^ and the others are less than 10~^. In both 
results, tlic bcuSil) V ilies uT eiiien va,iue wiiri resneci, io i\ .Kr-' . snri /V r-. prp 
' ' i t ) '  ^ - ' A  
relatively closer than the other sensitivities. In this case, selecting the first three 
parameters is reasonable rather than selecting the largest one. 
Under the stressed condition, eigenvalues A]^ 2 Table 5.7 become imstable. 
ISPS indicates that this eigenvalue is the most sensitive to an increasing load at bus 
zo. ii LUG 1G3-G iS s.iic\vcG T-0 incrGa56 at uliis Diis, tiicii systciTi cvcntu3,iiv' bcconics 
unstable. This fact clearly illustrates the necessity of ISPS: eigenvahie sensitivities 
could not determine load parameter sensitivities. 
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Table 5.8: Eigenvalue sensitivity and ISPS at stressed condition, 10-machine system 
parameters selected with 
eigenvalue sensitivities 
parameters selected with 
ISPS 
Ai 9 1  o
o
 C
O
 
CO 
A4 
^^36 
^^34'"^^^36 ^F34'-^"'^F36 
^6 ^•^36' "^^-^34' ^^33 
OO 
^^38'"^^36'^''••^34 ^^38'^^^34'^^36 
^9,10 kf39'-^f36'-^f34 
^11 kF30 '^F39''^^F33 k^2O'-^'^F39 '^^F33  
^^12 ^-^34'^^33'"^^^39 ^F34'-^F33''^^F39 
^13,14 
5.5 Concluding Remarks 
In tliis chapter, an explicit derivation of the parametric sensitivity of state vari­
ables is obtained in terms of partial derivatives of known quantities. Then the pa-
rameteric sensitivity of algebraic variables can be derived in terms of the parametric 
sensitivity of the state variables. Previous approaches to voitage-stability sensitivity 
concentrated exclusively either on the static part of the system [59, 60, 61, 24| or. 
lo a limited extent on the dynamic part of the system [62, 63]. On the other hand, 
the parametric sensitivity derived in this thesis combines these two aspects of the 
system in a coherent fashion. 
The ISPS method developed in this chapter is a byproduct of parametric sen­
sitivity analysis. The motivation for deriving the ISPS starts from an attempt to 
combine the stability results in Chapter 4 and the sensitivity information obtained 
from the parametric sensitivity analysis. The oarametric sens i t i v i t v  on !v  n rov ides  
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the ratio of incremental changes in the variables to changes in the parameters under 
consideration, i.e., sensitivity of known equilibrium due to changes in parameters. 
However, as shown in Chapter 4, voltage stability is determined by the dynamic 
characteristics at an equlirbium point rather than the sensitivity of an equilibrium 
point. .A.t a critical point, system behavior is governed by the dynamic characteris­
tics (which is invariant) on the eigensubspace corresponding to the critical eigenvalue. 
Therefore, to study voltage-stability sensitivity, it is necessary to calculate the para­
metric sensitivity corresponding to a particular eigensubspace. As mentioned in the 
preceding section, this sensitivity is obtained by projecting the parametric sensitivity 
onto a particular subspace: This projected sensitivity is the ISPS. At a particular 
eigensubspace, the ISPSs of all the parameters under consideration are represented 
by a right eigenvector multiplied by a scalar a. Thus, the parameter that has the 
most influence on this subspace can be determined by selecting largest value of cr. 
As we mentioned before, ISPS is a byproduct of parametric sensitivity, and again 
as a byproduct, ISPS gives an indirect relation between the eigenvalues and the pa-
sensitivity, o" also provides the cluster of parameters that are most sensitive to par­
ticular eigenvalue. 
The formulation of the ISPS requires only the calculation of the desired num­
ber of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the reduced system, matrix. Since these are 
required to determine system stability and participation factors, no additional major 
calculations are involved. 
In the next chapter, the ISPS m.ethod is applied to a New Eng Is-iid. test s^'stGm. 
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CHAPTER 6. APPLICATION OF THE ISPS METHOD 
D.i Introduction 
In the previous chapter, the validity of the invariant subspace parametric sen-
pw''2,r^stric ssnsitivitics cf ci^ciivs-lvics in tlic 
structure-preserving model is given. In this chapter, application of the ISPS method 
to the IEEE New England 39-bus system is described. The CPE traces the entire 
PV curve to provide steady state equilibrium points that are needed to linearize the 
DAEs. The critical eigenvalue is traced along the entire PV curve. At each continua­
tion step, the participation factors and ISPS corresponding to the critical eigenvalue 
are calculated. From these results, sources of voltage instability, the parameters that 
mostly influence the voltage instability, are identified. 
6.2 ISPS at Different Loading Conditions 
This section concentrates on the general trend of the ISPS of various parameters 
for a gradual change in load. Case 3 of New England 39-bus system from Chapter 4 
is used as a test scenario. We have total of 45 parameters. The parameters are 
K K K p. {i = 1,---,10), which correspond to exciters of 10 generators, and 
K[ .{i = 1, • • •, 15), which correspond to the load. 
— 2 • • • 
In this sccnaric. a particular eigenvalue is responsible for both xiopi aiiQ 
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bifurcations. The ISPS corresponding to this particular eigenvalue is traced through 
the entire PV curve. Steps involved in calculating the ISPS curves for each parameter 
are as follows. 
Step 1 Find the equilibrium point at each load level. 
Step 2 Calculate the eigenvalue and eigenvectors corresponding to this particular 
equilibrium point. 
Step 3.a Calculate the sensitivity vector for a particular parameter p: J -
i. = ^ 
1 dY 
Step 3.b Calculate the ISPS measure. 
dG 
dY 
— i dG dF 
d p j  d p j  
m 
" i  = e (6.1) 
Go to step 3.a until all the parameters are considered. 
Step 4 Repeat steps 1. 2, and 3 until tracing the entire PV curve. 
figures 6.1-6.4 show the ISPS of each parameter for the entire PV curve. The 
vertical axis is a (the measure of the ISPS) * 10 ". The horizontal axis is the number 
of continuation steps representing the different system loading conditions. 
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The main observations about the ISPS with change in load are a^ follows; 
• Among the exciter parameters, Kp is relatively larger than the other two pa­
rameters and K£. 
• The ISPSs of parameters K^ are relatively small except for K• Similarly, 
t h e  I S P S s  o f  K £  a r e  r e l a t i v e l y  s m a l l  e x c e p t  f o r  K a n d  K .  
• Unlike the ISPSs of Kp and the ISPSs of A'^ and Kp are monotonically 
increasing. 
• The ISPSs of Kp and Ki[^ near the NF point (step number 11) abruptly in­
crease. 
• The shapes of variation of the ISPSs of are similar, whereas the ISPSs of 
unique Kp show no pattern. 
• When the system loading is less, i.e., in steps 2-5, the ISPSs of Kj^ are very 
small. This implies that the load change at lower loading does not influence 
the mode. 
• When loading increases gradually, the ISPSs of Kincrease quite rapidly for 
all the load buses. On the other hand, the ISPSs of Kp increase selectively for 
a couple of exciters. 
From this observation, the ISPSs of Kr? and Kr are selected to be analvzed in detail. 
The following sections describe the results of the analysis at each critical point. 
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6.3 Analysis at Critical Points 
In the previous section, the general trend of the ISPSs of all the parameters 
under consideration is described. Observation of the trend results in the selection of 
two parameter groups Kp and Kj^ for detailed analysis. In this section, the ISPS 
data obtained in the preceding section are investigated at the Hopf bifurcation, the 
SI bifurcation, and the p singular points. The results indicate the exciter and 
load that are contributing to these points. 
This section also includes calculation of the ISPSs of branches in addition to 
exciter and load sensitivities. The ISPSs of branches are obtained as follows; 
Let us consider a branch, ij. Let V^/.8i and Vj/.6j be the voltages at buses i 
and j, respectively, and let y^jLO^j be the line admittance. Then, the losses in the 
line ij, neglecting the shunt charging capacitance, can be derived as (see ref[61]): 
^loss ^^loss ~ ~ — 8j)\y^jl—9^j (6.2) 
The sensitivity losses are expressed as follows: 
//loss dV' ^ 
= l(2V, - 2V,cos(S: - + (2K- - 2V^cos(S; - 6.;))^ f6.3) dr ' ' •' ' ar •> " ' " •> ' ' 
d S -  d S :  
I C 7. / ir\T /• J r ' f C c w ./T / 
The real part of Eq. 6.3 gives dPi^^^/dP and the imaginary part gives dQi^^^jdP. 
C-.i- 4.1 TO"no_ _r . ij . ^ ^ i . -r^ ^ 
o a u s L i t i i c  i . O i  o : ?  i X i c t ^ I i l l U U e S ,  < i I l C  V 0 1 l S . g 6  S - H g l C S  i n  i i q .  O . o ,  O U G  C o - I l  
obtain the corresponding ISPS of loss in each branch. 
I l l  
6.3.1 At the Hopf bifurcation point 
At Apj; 24.33pu (step number 8), a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues be­
comes 0.303 ± 5.379, which is already past the Hopf bifurcation point. As explained 
in the previous section, the magnitude of the ISPSs of Kp and A'^ corresponding 
to the Hopf bifurcation point at step number S are represented in a bar graph of 
Figure 6.5. 
The first three sensitive exciters and loads are selected: 
Exciters: (0.86), (0-71), Kp (0.68) 
o-r OO 
Loads: /fijg(0.97), (0.86), 
The first three sensitive branches are 
Branches: from 29 to 38, from 6 to 7, from 20 to 34 
The participation factors corresponding to the critical eigenvalues are calculated, 
J J.1 J ; i ii.:_ J- .-<xiiu. lih-OO OUCILCO m tili& lliUUC CLIC 
/ / 
o " t v o ^  1  f  c \  t f  c \  .'^•ri\ ao^ 
The dominant states selected by the participation factors are variables of exciters 
selected by the ISPS method. 
In Figure 6.6, the one-line diagram of the 39-bus system chcv.'s the location of 
the critical generators, critical loads, and critical branches identified above. 
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6.3.2 At the SI bifurcation point 
At Api 33.94 pu (step number 12), one of the real eigenvalues returns to the left 
half-plane through the SI bifurcation point. The magnitude of the ISPSs of Kp and 
Kcorresponding to the SI point at step number 12 are represented in a bar graph 
in Figure 6.7. 
The first three sensitive exciters and loads are selected: 
Exciters: /•s:^^^(0.82), Kp^^{Q.59), (0.58) 
Loads: (1.97), /^^^(1.74), (1.61) 
The first three sensitive branches are 
Branches: from 5 to 6, from 6 to 7, from 6 to 1 
The participation factors corresponding to the critical eigenvalue are calculated, 
and the three dominant states in this m^ode are 
/ / / 
Particioation factors: £'^^^(0.09), £'.^^5(0.09), (0.09) 
The dominant states selected by the participation factors are variables of exciters 
selected by the ISPS method. 
In Figure 6.8, the one-line diagram of 39-bus system shows the location of the 
critical generators, critical loads, and critical branches identified above. 
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6.3.3 At the Jj^f singular point 
This section shows the results of the ISPS near the singular point. Even 
though the Jj^f singular point does not affect the system stability, it is still interest­
ing. The real eigenvalue remained in the right half-plane after SI bifurcation point 
kept approaching the origin. At Ap^ 38.68 pu (step number 17), the unstable real 
eigenvalue is 1.806. The magnitude of the ISPSs of Kp and Kj^ corresponding to 
Jlf ^.t (step number 17) are represented in a bar graph in Figure 6.9. 
The ISPSs of parameters Kp and Kj^ are measured and plotted in Figure 6.9. 
The first two sensitive exciters and loads are selected: 
Exciters: (0.53), /\272^(0.54) 
Loads: /H^g(0.74), i^^„(0.71) 
The first three sensitive branches are 
Branches: from 6 to 1, from 6 to 7, from 5 to 6 
The participation factors corresponding to the critical eigenvalue are calculated, 
and the three dominant states in this mode are 
/ / 
Participation factors: fO.091. £'^.(0.07), fO.Oe) 
The dominant states selected by the participation factors are variables of exciters 
selected by the ISPS method. 
In Figure 6.10. the one-line diagram of the 39-bus system shows the location of 
the critical generators, critical loads, and critical branches identified above. 
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6.4 Concluding Remarks 
One of the main goals of voltage stability analysis for power system operation 
is the identification of the sources of voltage instability and of the parameters that 
heavily influence the voltage instability. However, different modeling assumptions 
have often made it difficult to effectively compare various aspects of the voltage 
problems. In this chapter, results of applying the ISPS m.ethod to voltage stability 
analysis show that the ISPS method successfully identifies the sources of instability 
by determining which param.eters m.ostly influence the instability. 
In the current literature, the general voltage-stability sensitivity is studied ex­
clusively either by eigenvalue sensitivity or by parametric sensitivity. For eigenvalue 
sensitivity, the power system is modeled either by a set of differential equations or 
by a set of D.A.Es. In the case of the DAE form, the sensitivity analysis is done only 
for the parameters that correspond to dynamic aspects of the system. Parametric 
sensitivity analysis is done exclusively for the power-fiow type of formulation. In the 
power-flow type of form^ulation, the voltage instability is associated with an operating 
point at which the ratio of incremental change in bus voltages to changes in reactive 
power dem.and approaches infinity. This point corresponds to the singularity of the 
power-flow Jacobian In the DAE formulation, infinite sensitivity of variables 
due to changes in the parameters occurs at a saddle-node bifurcation point. 
However, as observed in Section 4.4. the sa.ddlp-norlR hifnrrstion nnint -^n o-on. r — o 
crs.!, do€S not coincidG with, the sin^ulantv of <//• z?. SEOQiG-noQe oiiurcs-tion tn3.i 
^ - ± j j .  
corresponds to a DAE formulation is an actual critical point, whereas the voltage 
instabiht^v' determined in a power-fiovv type formulation is a maximum, power transfer 
point. The parametric sensiuivitv or lOr'O ueriveQ in 'cms chapier enables us lo stucv 
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voltage-stability sensitivity at the saddle-node bifurcation point for the parameters 
corresponding to both the static and the dynamic parts of the system. In Eq. 5.22, 
parametric sensitivity is represented by the sum. of ISPSs. Near a saddle-node bi­
furcation, the ISPS corresponding to critical eigenvalue approaches infinity. So the 
contribution to parametric sensitivity by ISPSs corresponding to other eigenvalues 
can be neglected. Consequently, the total parametric sensitivity is equivalent to the 
ISPS corresponding to the critical eigenvalue. The most influential parameters se­
lected by parametric sensitivity are the same a^ those selected by ISPS. However, 
compared to ISPS, total parametric sensitivity requires more computation time. 
At other critical points (Hopf and singularity-induced bifurcation points) the 
parametric sensitivity is not useful for studying voltage-stability sensitivity. As dis­
cussed in the previous chapter, voitage-stability sensitivity should be calculated on 
the eigensubspace corresponding to the critical eigenvalue. At these points, ISPS and 
total parametric sensitivity are completely different. 
The main purpose of studying voltage-stability sensitivity is to determine which 
dicctS, corripOiiciiLs, cluu ucLidiiictcis cuiiinuuLt; io pariicular insiaDiiiiy. In inc existing 
literature, methods that sim.ultaneously provide the a,bove information have not been 
found. For example, the eigenvalue sensitivity or param.etric sensitivity alone can 
not provide the branch sensitivity. However, ISPS successfully identifies the most 
sensitive branches that are contributing to a particular instability. 
In conclusion, the ISPS method is useful for studying voltage-stability sensitivity. 
It determiines the components and the paramieters that are participating in a partic­
ular instability. Consequently, the areas involving these components and parameters 
can be determined. 
CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
7.1 Conclusions 
In this thesis, a unified framework based on small-disturbance analysis is de­
veloped. It iS unified bcCaUSe lo addxSSSCS <3-11 Uixo xexcvanu icia-tca ai 
small-disturbance voltage stability. All previous work related to small-disturbance 
voltage stability becomes a subset of this framework. The salient features of this 
framework are cls follows: 
9 It includes the relevant dynamic and static models in the structure-preserving 
formulation. The model integrates all important mechanisms, including the 
^vncimics witii ^cncrdtor ticlci cu.rrcnt 
and arm.ature current limits. A realistic load increase and a generator sharing 
scheme with relevant limits (in particular, it replaces the constant generator 
reactive power limit with generator field and armature current limits) are also 
included. The DAE formulation is developed in such a way that any other 
• It utilizes the continuation power flow in conjunction with the D.A.E formultion. 
If we call this combination bifurcation flow, then for a given load increase and 
generation sharing scenario, the method systematically traces and identifies 
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all possible critical points where the system experiences qualitative changes in 
behavior. This is like a piece-wise global analysis. 
® It conducts a systematic sensitivity analysis near all the critical points iden­
tified by the bifurcation flow. These sensitivities are divided into two types, 
parametric sensitivity and ISPS. Parametric sensitivity gives the gradient type 
of information, whereeis the ISPS gives the parameters that are contributing to 
a particular subspace. The ISPS can determine the parameters and components 
participating in a particular instability. 
The results from the numerical investigation show that this framework success­
fully identifies critical points. It also identifies the areas, components, and parameters 
involved at each critical point. 
The resulting algorithm is called bifurcation flow and is described in figure 7.1. 
t.2 svjgg<?st.ions for 5\itur0 r,8s03.rcn 
Suggsstions for future v/ork Ere ds follows; 
1. A small-disturbance voltage stability at a given operating point is evaluated 
by calculating eigenvalues. Even though efficient algorithms that calculate 
minimum eigenvalues are availa.ble. they .^re still computationallv e.xpensive. 
Rowever, finding a sensitivity measure that gives an indirect measure of the 
approaching critical point is needed. For example, in a power-flow type formu­
lation. voltage sensitivity due to load change is a good measure Lo represeni, 
the cIosen.ess Oi tne SingUianiy oi tne power-now jacobian. 
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2. Even though this framework includes important components suggested by CI-
^CLDA •^i. v-V- Kj\j .\j ^ \j % AV^x \^S^«JCLIAV_V^ 0/ii.ClxV0i0 V<»XA\-. IAIO^V ovy ixlviciLlC. CAtjiCX 
components such as HVDC and SVC. Once models are available, they can be 
easily included in DAE formulation. This framework is free to include any form 
of D.A.Es. 
•3. The ISPS derivations can not be applied if parameters considered do not appear 
explicitly. Extension of the method to include implicitly defined parameters 
would extend the applicability of this technique. 
4. Combine small-disturbance formulation with time domain simulation. Time 
simulation in DAE requires a stiff differential equations solver. 
5. According to small-disturnance analysis, the Hopf bifurcation point is the crit­
ical point at which stability changes. However, the actual system stability is 
defined by the stability of the periodic branch emanating from this point. At 
this point, the system is steady-state unstable, but it may be dynamically sta­
ble. The continuation algorithm can be extended to trace the periodic branch. 
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APPENDIX A. GENERIC LOAD MODEL 
In Eq. 2.42, the netv/ork Jacobian matrix J is derived as follovvs: The internal 
and external networks are modeled by a set of algebraic equations (Eq. 2.46) 
0 = G{X. Y. P) 
0 
A5 - AY 
I \ ^ 
(A.2) 
Linearized form of the network equation is expressed as 
-^11 ^^12 -^13 
^21 ^22 ^23 
-^31 h2 % 
where 
= IXJr', ZXyat aii buses except for load buses 
= AP, AQat load buses 
Ay = I\V, A^at all buses except for load buses 
AFi = AV, A^at load buses 
Mere, all tile variables except ior A'/ and Ac? at load buses are eliminated, which 
yields 
ASi = J^- J^J^'JoAY, {\.S) 
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where 
J^ = •^11 ^12 
I "'^21 -^22 
Jo = •^13 
^23 
•^3 = 
J4 = 
_ r 1 
L "^31 •h2 J 
^33 
T?^  A O  T?^  O  AO i 10 OCLlllC <xo 
For a mulit-load system Eqs. 2.40 and 2.41 can be arranged in a matrix form 
with each entry representing each load: 
where 
[£)]([A5il-[iV][y,)) = [M][yil-[A5,] (A.4) 
JJ — 
T. it 
^Pl 
In J 
N = 
M = 
y i Q u  
Qsi 
P. 
Combine Eq. A.3 with Eq. A.4, 
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Sn 
Psn 0 
0  • • •  0  
ynQtn ° 
0 
XnP^ 0 (-7?. 
0 
0 
[ D ] { J [ Y - ^ _ - [ N ] [ Y i ] )  =  [ M ] [ Y r ] - [ J Y i ]  (A.5) 
which results in Eq. 2.43. 
In [37], power-fiow equations are used to derive the network Jacobian matrix. 
However, in this thesis, network Jacobian matrix J is derived from the entire internal 
and external network. 
Combining 'ZA'6 Vv'itii other system compon.ents can be expressed by Jacobian 
matrix of D.'\E (Figure which is adding Eq. 2.43 to Figure 4.1. 
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Figure A.l: Jacobian matrix of structure preserving power system model 
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APPENDIX B. EFFECT OF GENERATOR CURRENT LIMITS 
Reactive power limits corresponding to a current limit of 120% and 160% of the 
base case current are considered. !n each case, PV curve at the weakest bus is selected 
and shown in Figure B.l. When current limits decrease, the shpe of PV curves are 
shrunk and the unstable region moves below the nose point of PV curve. 
Figures B.2 - B.6 show the single-line diagrams that include generators, loads and 
braches which correspond to a particular critical point or to a power-flow Jacobian 
singular point. Critical generators at each point are always equal. Critical branches 
and loads are more or less same but not equal. In 120% case, near the power-flow 
Jacobian singular point, all loads are less sensitive than generators. 
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APPENDIX C. OBSERVATION OF 1:1 RESONANCE 
Ontario Hydro 50 generator 145 bus system is investigated. The real power 
loading is increased in steps at bus 139 from 577.2 to 746.7 pu. 
In the numerical investigations conducted in Chapter 4, splitting pattern of 
complex eigenvalues into two real (NF) was observed. In this investigation, splitting 
pattern of complex eigenvalues corresponding to 1:1 resonance is observed. When 
load at bus 139 increases, two pairs of complex conjugate eigenvalues coalesce at 
Pl39 = 712.6 pu. In this investigation Hopf bifurcation behavior is not observed even 
though it is expected analytically. The reason Hopf is not observed may be related 
to step size of load increment. It is necessary to reduce step size around splitting 
1.1 1 j: !_j.i x-x... *. i r> — ^ — i-.o. icc5v^iictiit^c cijiciivaiucs uisau*uco-i in uiic iiCAb itcru. r\i n on — ^ OHir 
—  - -  'J 
of complex eigenvalues split into two real and one of them crosses the imaginary axis 
(SN). In this case, the algebraic Jacobian does not become singular. Thus SI does 
not exist. 
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APPENDIX D. BASE CASE POWER-FLOW DATA 
Base case power-flow data (IEEE format) are included in Tables D.l and D.2. 
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Table D.l: Power-flow data (IEEE format) for 3-machine system 
3/19/91 VOLTAGE GROUP 
BUS DATA FOLLOWS 
100.0 3-MACHINE 9-BUS SYSTEM 
9 ITEMS (HEADER) 
1 DU3110.D 1 1 i l.OiUU U.UU 
2GENBUS313.8 1 1 21.0250 4.66 
3 GEN BUS2 18 1 1 21.0250 9.28 
1 1 0 0.9956 -3.99 
1 1 01.0159 0.73 
1 1 0 1.0258 -2.22 
1 1 01.0127 -3.69 
1 1 01.0324 1.97 
1 1 01.0258 3.72 
4STAA 230 
5STAC 230 
6STA1 4 230 
7STAB 230 
8STA3 9 230 
9STA2 7230 
-999 
BRANCH DATA FOLLOWS 
5  8  1  1 1 0  0 . 0 1 1 9 0 0  0 . 1 0 0 8 0 0  
6 4 1 11 0 0.010000 0.085000 
1 6 1 11 1 0.000000 0.057600 
3 9 1 11 1 0.000000 0.062500 
2  8  1  1 1 1  0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 . 0 5 8 6 0 0  
U.IAI 
0.00 
0.00 
80.00 
40.00 
0.00 
40.00 
0.00 
0.00 
v.uv 
0.00 
0.00 
50.0 
35.0 
0.00 
30.0 
0.00 
0.00 
Oi.M Z/.UO Ib.DU 1.U4UU OU.UU -bU.UU 
75.00 -10.86 13.80 1.0250 200.00 -100.0 
23.00 6.65 18.001.0250 150.00 -80.00 
0.00 0.00 230.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.00 0.00 230.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.00 0.00 230.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.00 0.00 230.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.00 0.00 230.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.00 0.00 230.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.0000 0.0000 0 2 
0.0000 0.0000 0 1 
0.0000 0.0000 0 3 
O.OOOO 0.0000 0 4 
0.0000 0.0000 0 5 
0.0000 0.0000 0 6 
0.0000 0.0000 0 7 
0.0000 0.0000 0 8 
0.0000 0.0000 0 9 
9 ITEMS (HEADER) 
8 1 1 10 0.039000 0.170000 
7 1 1 10 0.017000 0.092000 
0.20900 
0.17600 
0.00000 
0.00000 
0.00000 
0.35800 
0.15800 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0.0000 0.0000 1 
0.0000 0.0000 2 
0.0000 0.0000 3 
0.0000 0.0000 4 
0.0000 0.0000 5 
\j u \j.vaaa; v.uu \j.\j\aj\j \j.vaaa> aaaaaj u.uuvvj vj.uuov o 
0 0 0.0000 
00 O.OOOO 
0 0 L.OOOO 
00 1.0000 
0 0 1.0000 
0.00 0.0000 0.0000.00000 
0.00 0.0000 0.0000.00000 
0.00 0.0000 0.0000.00000 
0.00 0.0000 0.0000.00000 
0.00 0.0000 O.OOOO .00000 
0 0 0.0000 
0 0 0.0000 
0.00 0.0000 0.0000 .00000 
0.00 0.0000 0.0000 .00000 
1 1 1 u v.uv< iSSOO u.iiyw v. u. u. uu u.uvaa; u.uu u.iaaaj u.uuvaj-imuuu 
0.0000 0.0000 7 
0.0000 0.0000 8 
0.0000 0.0000 9 
LOSS ZONES FOLLOWS 
1 
-99 
IN 1 TRCHANGE DATA FOLLOWS 
-9 
TEE UNES FOLLOW 0 ITEMS (HEADER) 
-999 
ENT) OF DATA 
1 ITEMS (HEADER! 
0 ITE.MS (HLADER) 
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Table D.2: Power-flow data (IEEE format) for 39-machine system 
BUS DATA 
I BUS31 
2BUS2 
3 BUSS 
4BUS4 
5 BUSS 
6BUS6 
7BUS7 
8 BUSS 
9 BUS9 
10 BUSIO 
II BUSil 
12BUS12 
13 BUS13 
14 BUS14 
15 BUS15 
16 BUS16 
17BUS17 
18 BUS18 
19 BUS19 
20 BUS20 
21 BUS21 
22BUS22 
23 BUS23 
'^4 DTTC^* 
25 BUS25 
26 BUS26 
27 BUS27 
28 BUS28 
29 BUS29 TIT Tr"*'> 
31 BUSl 
32 BUS32 
33 BUS33 
34BUS34 
35 BUS35 
->/• r»» rr's < 
37BUS37 
38 BuS38 
39 BUS39 
-999 
100.0 
FOLLOWS 
1 1 3 0.9820 
39 HEMS 
0.00 9.20 4.60 57356 208.89 0.00 0.9820 9999.00-9999.00 0.0000 0.0000 0 1 
0 1.0479 -7.03 
0 1.0292 -9.88 
0 1.0030 -10.67 
0 1.0045 -9.49 
0 1.0069 -8.78 
1 0 0.9962-10.99 
1 0 0.9953-11.50 
1 01.0279-11.32 
1 1 01.0166 -6.40 
1 1 01.0121 -7.21 
1 1 0 0.9995 -7.23 
1 1 01.0137 -7.11 
1 1 01.0110 -8.78 
1 1 01.0147 -9.20 
1 01.0311 -7.79 
1 01.0320 -8.79 
1 01.0296 -9.64 
1 0 1.0496 -3.17 
1 00.9907 -4.58 
1 0 1.0313 -5.39 
1 0 1.0495 -0.93 
I 0 1.0445 -1.13 
322.00 
500.00 
0.00 
0.00 
233.80 
52100 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
8.50 
0.00 
0.00 
320.00 
329.40 
0.00 
158.00 
0.00 
680.00 
274.00 
0.00 
247.50 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 O.OOOO 0.0000 0.0000 0 
122.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
184.00 0.00 O.OO 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 O.OOOO 0.0000 0.0000 0 
0.00 O.GO 0.00 0.00 0.0000 O.OOOO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 
84.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
176.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 O.OOOO 0.0000 0.0000 
0 3 
0 4 
5 
6 
0 7 
n K 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
88.00 
0.00 
0.00 
153.00 
132.30 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 
0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 ( 
0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 I 
0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 I 
0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 I 
0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 O.OOOO 
0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
0 15 
0 16 
17 0.00 0.00 O.OO 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 
30.00 0.00 0.00 0.000.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 18 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 19 
103.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 20 
115.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 21 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 O.OOOO 0.0000 0 22 
84.60 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.OOOO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 23 
1 1 01.0559 
1 1 01.0464 
1 1 01.0339 
1 1 01.0389 
1 1 01.0372 
-5.64 224.00 47.20 0.00 
-6.89 139.00 47.00 0.00 
-8.93 281.00 75.50 0.00 
-3.30 206.00 27.60 0.00 
-0.47 283.50 126.90 0.00 
1 1 il 
1 1 0 1.0471 • 
1 1 2 0.9831 
1 1 2 0.9972 
1 1 21.0123 
1 1 21.0493 
1 1 2 i .06^?:? 
1 1 21.0278 
1 1 21.0265 
1 1 '> 1 n3nn 
-4.01 zu.uu zu.uu /oo.uu 
9.59 0.00 0.00 0.00 0. 
1.60 20.00 20.00 650.00 
2.05 20.00 20.00 632.00 
0.61 20.00 20.00 508.00 
4.03 20.00 20.00 650.00 
111.71 
168.27 
214.23 
b.i L zu.uu zai,"j ocj.'jv 102.21 
I.15 
6.65 
II.13 
20.00 20.00 540.00 
20.00 20.00 830.00 
U.UU O.UUU.UUUU U.UUUU U.UUVU U.UUW U.inilM 
0.00 0.00 O.OOOO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.00 0.00 O.OOOO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.00 0.000.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.00 0.000.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.00 0.00 O.OOOO 0.0000 O.OOOO 0.0000 O.OOOO 
151.14 0.001.0475 380.00-100.00 0.0000 0.0000 
00 0.00 0.0000 O.OOOO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 
207.S5 0.000.9831 500.00-300.C0 O.OOOO C.OCOO 
0.00 0.9972 500.00 -300.00 0.0000 0.0000 
0.001.0123 450.00-250.00 0.0000 0.0000 
0.001.0493 600.00 -250.00 0.0000 0.0000 
7.73 0.001.0278 500.00 -220.00 0.0000 0.0000 
104.51 0.001.0265 500.00 -300.00 0.0000 0.0000 
II 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
31 
n 
0 
0 
0 
0 36 
0 37 
0 38 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
32 
33 
34 
35 
1104.00 2d0.00 1000.00 90.40 0.001.0.^00 900.00-800.00 0.0000 O.OOiK) 0 39 
151 
Table D.2 (Continued) 
BUS DATA 
1 BUS31 
2 BUS2 
3 BUSS 
4BUS4 
5 BUSS 
6BUS6 
7BUS7 
8 BUSS 
9BUS9 
10 BUSIO 
11 BUSH 
12 BUS12 
13BUS13 
14 BUS14 
15 BUS15 
16 BUS16 
17BUS17 
18 BUS18 
19 BUS19 
20 BUS20 
21BUS21 
22BUS22 
23BUS23 
4 r)T  TC"^  » 
25 BUS25 
26 BUS26 
27EUS27 
28 BUS28 
29 BUS29 
30 BUS30 
31 BUSL 
32 BUS32 
33 BUS33 
MBUS34 
35 BUS35 
OO OKJOOO 
37BUS37 
38 DUS38 
39 5US39 
-999 
100.0 
FOLLOWS 
1 1 3 0.9820 0.00 
1 1 01.0479 -7.03 
1 1 01.0292 -9.88 
1 1 01.0030-10.67 
1 1 01.0045 -9.49 
1 1 01.0069 -8.78 
1 1 00.9962-10.99 
1 1 0 0.9953-11.50 
1 1 01.0279-11.32 
1 1 01.0166 -6.40 
01.0121 -7.21 
0 0.9995 -7.23 
01.0137 -7.11 
0 1.0110 -8.78 
01.0147 -9.20 
01.0311 -7.79 
1 1 01.0320 -8.79 
1 1 01.02% -9.64 
1 1 0 1.04% -3.17 
1 1 00.9907 4O8 
1 1 01.0313 -5.39 
1 1 01.0495 -0.93 
1 1 01.0445 -1.13 
39 ITEMS 
9.20 4.60 
0.00 
322.00 
500.00 
0.00 
0.00 
233.80 
522.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
8.50 
0.00 
0.00 
320.00 
329.40 
0.00 
158.00 
0.00 
680.00 
274.00 
0.00 
247.50 
573.56 208.89 0.000.9820 9999.00-9999.00 0.0000 0.0000 0 1 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 2 
122.40 0.00 0.00 0.00 O.OOOO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 3 
184.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 O.OOOO 0.0000 0.0000 0 4 
O.OO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 
84.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
176.00 0.00 0.00 0.000.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
1 1 01.0464 
1 1 01.0339 
1 1 01.0389 
1 1 01.0372 
1 1 21.0475 
1 1 0 1.0471 • 
1 1 2 0.983! 
1 1 2 0.9972 
1 1 21.0123 
1 1 21.0493 
1 1 2 i.vj635 
1 1 21.0278 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
88.00 
0.00 
0.00 
153.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.000.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.000.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.00 O.OOOO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.00 O.OOOO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
5 
6 
3 7 
0 8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
0 15 
0 16 
17 
13130 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 O.OOOO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 
30.00 0.00 0.00 0.000.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 18 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 O.OOOO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 19 
103.00 0.00 0.00 0.000.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 20 
115.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 21 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.000.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 22 
84.60 0.00 0.00 0.000.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 23 
u.uu u.uu u.vyj u.uuw u.ww u.injuu v.uuw v.'JKAnj V z-i 
-5.64 
-6.89 
-8.93 
-3.30 
-0.47 
-4.61 
-9.59 
1.60 
105 
0.61 
4.03 
h.Tl 
1.15 
1 1 21.0265 6.65 
224.00 
139.00 
281.00 
206.00 
283.50 
20.00 
0.00 
20.00 
20.00 
20.00 
20.00 
47.20 
47.00 
75.50 
27.60 
126.90 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 O.OOOO 0.0000 0.0000 0 25 
O.OO 0.00 0.000.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 26 
0.00 0.00 0.000.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 27 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0,0000 0 28 
0.00 0.00 0.000.0000_0.0000 O.OOOO 0.0000 0.0000 0 29 
20.00 250.00 151.14 0.001.0475 550.00-IOO.OO 0.0000 0.0000 0 30 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0 31 
20.00 650.00 207.86 0.00 0.9831 500.00 -300.00 0.0000 0.0000 0 32 
20.00 632.00 111.71 0.00 0.9972 500.00-300.00 0.0000 0.0000 0 33 
20.00 508.00 168.27 0.001.0123 450.00 -250.00 0.0000 0.0000 0 34 
20.00 650.00 214.23 0.001.0493 600.00 -250.00 0.0000 0.0000 0 35 
7.73 0.001.0278 500.00-220.00 0.0000 0.0000 0 37 
01.5' 0.001.0265 500.00 -300.00 0.0000 0.0000 0 38 
iL'.UU .dU.U-J DtX'.fJ 
20.00 20.00 540.00 
20.00 20.00 530.00 
